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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Many threats have been identified for the Mojave desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii
[tortoise]) on the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve (Reserve) and Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) Red Cliffs National Conservation Area (Red Cliffs NCA) that are directly related to
current transportation and land access issues north of the City of St. George (St.
George) in Washington County, Utah. In addition, current capacity of the regional
roadway network outside of the Reserve will not support future traffic demands.
Comprehensively addressing the transportation issues on and off the Reserve can
provide an opportunity to contribute to the conservation, protection, and enhancement of
tortoise habitat while alleviating future traffic problems, if planned and implemented
correctly. The integration of transportation and conservation objectives requires:


Identifying opportunities to address existing threats,



Integrating long-term management objectives for the tortoise population in the
Reserve into transportation infrastructure decisions, and



Setting aside adversarial relationships to address complex issues cooperatively
in order to meet long-term transportation needs and promote recovery of the
tortoise.

The Washington Parkway Study: Integration of East-West Transportation Needs with
Conservation Objectives for Desert Tortoise in Washington County, Utah (study)
addresses the perceived conflict between transportation and tortoise conservation, and
supports the responsibilities of the local government entities, as identified in the 2009
Omnibus Public Land Management Act (Public Law 111-11, March 30, 2009), to assist
in the identification of a potential northern transportation route. This study does not
identify a specific location for a new transportation route, nor does it provide specific
solutions to tortoise and transportation issues on the Reserve. Rather the purpose of this
study is to determine if there is justification for further evaluation of a transportation
corridor that has as its primary objective conservation, protection, and enhancement of
the tortoise and its habitat. This study illustrates that a context sensitive approach to
roadway design and associated management can ameliorate many existing threats,
contribute to improving conditions, and provide future management options for the
tortoise on the Reserve. This study recommends a process whereby agencies could
work cooperatively to identify a roadway that contributes to the conservation of the
tortoise and its habitat while addressing long-term transportation needs.
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REGULATORY SETTING
Established in 1995, the Reserve boundaries were created as a requirement of the
Washington County Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). The HCP was developed by
Washington County under Section 10 of the Endangered Species Act and in consultation
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as mitigation for regulatory take of the
threatened tortoise as a result of county-issued permits for the development of tortoise
habitat elsewhere in Washington County.
The BLM land within the Reserve received formal designation by Congress through the
2009 Omnibus Public Land Management Act, and is managed by the BLM St. George
Field Office. The Red Cliffs NCA was designated to:
…conserve, protect, and enhance for the benefit and enjoyment of present and
future generations the ecological, scenic, wildlife, recreational, cultural, historical,
natural, educational, and scientific resources of the National Conservation Area;
and to protect each species that is located in the National Conservation Area;
and listed as a threatened or endangered species.
Enabling legislation for the Red Cliffs NCA requires development of a travel
management plan for all BLM-administered public lands in Washington County, including
identification of one or more alternatives for a northern transportation route (Public Law
111-11 Section 1977).

STATUS OF THE TORTOISE IN THE RESERVE
Bi-annual population monitoring conducted on the Reserve by Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources (UDWR) began in1998. Between 1998 and 2001, the tortoise population was
relatively stable; however, the population experienced a 41 percent decline by 2003.
There has been no significant difference in population estimates since 2003. The
majority of the population decline was attributed to drought conditions in the early 2000s,
with other contributing factors influencing population numbers including habitat
degradation due to wildfires and recreational use, disease, and predation (McLuckie
2012). Current transportation-related threats on the Reserve (e.g., existing barriers;
fragmentation; habitat loss; spread of invasive, non-native plant species; and illegal
access for off-road vehicles and other recreational activities) present serious obstacles
for the conservation of the tortoise and its habitat.

TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGES
As traffic volumes increase in the St. George urban area, traffic demand is expected to
exceed capacity on portions of St. George Boulevard, Bluff Street, and Interstate 15 (I-
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15) by 2040 (Dixie Metropolitan Planning Organization [DMPO] 2011). Consistent with
local transportation plans, implementation of an east-west transportation corridor north of
St. George may provide long-term relief to congestion on these major roads. Over the
last 30 years, numerous routes have been proposed for a northern transportation route.
However, these proposals have been highly controversial due to the potential for serious
impacts to the Reserve and the Red Cliffs NCA.

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE SOLUTIONS
If a new roadway crossing the Reserve and Red Cliffs NCA is to be considered, it must
contribute to the conservation, protection, and enhancement of the tortoise. Reserve
managers currently face numerous challenges for effective management of natural
resources due to various constraints. With appropriate context-sensitive solutions that
consider the needs of the tortoise and the management objectives of the Reserve, a new
road through the Reserve could be used as a management tool to address many of the
existing threats.
Full consideration for resource values is the priority in the development of contextsensitive solutions that can meet both transportation and ecological needs by fully
addressing site-specific conflicts with demonstrable site-specific resolution. The following
table includes existing and potential threats identified on the Reserve and possible
context-sensitive solutions.
Context-Sensitive Solutions to Avoid and/or Minimize Transportation-related Threats
Threat

Possible Context-Sensitive Solutions

Direct Mortality

Construct tortoise fencing as a barrier to separate traffic from
tortoises
Reduce roadway speeds during construction
Provide adequate signing
Educate travelers (e.g., no collection)

Construction Activities

Use Construction Best Management Practices
Provide translocation
Provide biological monitors
Apply less intrusive construction methods (e.g., drilled
caissons)

Habitat Fragmentation

Construct wildlife crossings
Install pipe culverts allowing tortoise passage
Install large culverts or bridges allowing tortoise passage
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Threat

Possible Context-Sensitive Solutions
Design elevated or below-grade roadway segments in
key areas allowing tortoise passage and maintaining
habitat continuity
Install lighting for crossings
Consolidate utility corridors
Close other roads (e.g., Cottonwood Road)

Habitat Loss

Reduce length of road and width of shoulders and lanes to
the extent possible while complying with design standards
Apply compensatory mitigation
Replace habitat
Establish satellite reserve
Enhance forage plant availability
Close other roads (e.g., Cottonwood Road)

Small Reserve/Population Size

Provide intensive management of Reserve
Install guzzlers/impressions for water
Implement a head start program (tortoise hatchery)
Establish satellite reserve(s)

Disturbance

Minimize footprint to Red Cliffs NCA
Use walls and other design features to reduce the
length and width of cuts and fills
Utilize recently disturbed areas
Consolidate utility corridors
Manage burn areas

Spread of Exotic and Invasive
Plants

Minimize disruption of soils and vegetation
Utilize targeted grazing (goats)
Use bio-control agents (e.g., black fingers of death)
Apply construction practices to reduce spread (e.g.,
reseeding, washing equipment)
Use weed barriers, herbicides

Increased Risk of Fire

Apply construction practices to reduce risk
Use a weed barriers, herbicides
Provide fire break
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Threat

Possible Context-Sensitive Solutions
Provide accessibility for firefighting; create a
comprehensive fire-fighting plan

Increased Predation

Do not subsidize predator populations
Increase signing to control litter and dogs
Conduct regular street sweeping and trash removal
Minimize fences, overhead lighting, and poles (i.e.,
reduce avian predator perch locations)

Disease

Maintain genetic diversity
Install culverts, crossings for population connectivity
Establish satellite population(s)
Inform public of no release of captive animal policy

Increased Access to Remote
Areas

Install roadside barriers
Implement signing for no off-road access/fencing
Control trailhead only access
Increase surveillance (traffic/police can see unauthorized
uses)
Close other roads (e.g., Cottonwood Road)
Implement a public information campaign

Cumulative Threats

Establish satellite reserve(s)
Endowment money for continued management activities

While providing for a new transportation corridor, incorporating ecological considerations
into engineering designs may help reduce habitat fragmentation and habitat loss,
minimize direct mortality, and control unlawful recreational access. Innovative
approaches can be used to expand existing management options for the tortoise, such
as creating new design solutions for crossing structures, controlling invasive plant
species, addressing wildfire management, and increasing the public’s awareness of
tortoise-related issues. Existing roads may be closed and rehabilitated, and fences
removed. Utility corridors may be consolidated in conjunction with roads where possible,
and off-site population(s) could be established to help ensure perpetuation of the
tortoise.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
The identification of a transportation corridor and design of a roadway in the Reserve
should be based on the consideration of the natural resource values within the Reserve,
and developed as part of a collaborative process with input from all appropriate
agencies. These agencies would include the BLM, USFWS, Federal Highway
Administration, Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT), UDWR, DMPO, Washington
County, St. George, and Washington City. These agencies could work together through
the regulatory approval processes to achieve the best outcome for the long-term health
of the natural and human environment. Beginning collaboration well in advance of
project design and continuing through to project completion could help ensure a smooth
process. This approach can help agencies plan for future natural resource management
and transportation needs.
Additionally, some of the recommended short-term and long-term steps for this approach
include:


Establish a Memorandum of Agreement,



Implement an Interagency Environmental Technical Advisory Team,



Engage a conflict resolution specialist,



Prepare a Planning and Environmental Linkage Study that utilizes the EcoLogical Approach to project development,



Prepare a project-specific National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis,



Implement an adaptive management approach that measures performance,
and



Build support for the Reserve and the Red Cliffs NCA.

A new approach to the identification of a transportation corridor and roadway design that
incorporates context-sensitive solutions developed in collaboration with transportation
and natural resource management agencies can provide opportunities to improve
conditions on the Reserve, while concurrently relieving traffic congestion caused by the
lack of east-west transportation infrastructure north of St. George. Overall, this study
demonstrates the commitment of UDOT, DMPO, and local governments to advance
conservation efforts for the tortoise on the Reserve and the Red Cliffs NCA. This
includes the recognition that any considerations for a roadway would first address
management of the tortoise and must ultimately result in a net benefit to long-term
tortoise conservation.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
BLM
BO
CRF
DMPO
ESA
HCAC

Bureau of Land Management
Biological Opinion
Code of Federal Regulations
Dixie Metropolitan Planning Organization
Endangered Species Act
Habitat Conservation Advisory Committee

HCP
HCTC
km2

Habitat Conservation Plan
Habitat Conservation Technical Committee
Square Kilometer

NEPA
NLCS
Red Cliffs NCA
Reserve
RMP
Upper Virgin River RU
SITLA
State
tortoise
UDWR
U.S.
USFWS
UDOT
WCC

National Environmental Policy Act
National Conservation Landscape System
Red Cliffs National Conservation Area
Red Cliffs Desert Reserve
Resource Management Plan
Upper Virgin River Recovery Unit
State of Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration
State of Utah
Mojave desert tortoise
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
United States
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services
Utah Department of Transportation
Washington County Commission
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Many threats have been identified for the Mojave desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii
[tortoise]) on the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve (Reserve) and Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) Red Cliffs National Conservation Area (Red Cliffs NCA) that are directly related to
current transportation and land access issues north of the City of St. George (St.
George) in Washington County, Utah. In addition, current capacity of the regional
roadway network outside of the Reserve will not support future traffic demands.
Comprehensively addressing the transportation issues on and off the Reserve can
provide an opportunity to contribute to the conservation, protection, and enhancement of
tortoise habitat while alleviating future traffic problems, if planned and implemented
correctly. The integration of transportation and conservation objectives requires:


Identifying opportunities to address existing threats,



Integrating long-term management objectives for the tortoise population in the
Reserve into transportation infrastructure decisions, and



Setting aside adversarial relationships to address complex issues cooperatively
in order to meet long-term transportation needs and promote recovery of the
tortoise.

The Washington Parkway Study: Integration of East-West Transportation Needs with
Conservation Objectives for Desert Tortoise in Washington County, Utah (study)
addresses the perceived conflict between transportation and tortoise conservation, and
supports the responsibilities of the local government entities, as identified in the 2009
Omnibus Public Land Management Act (Public Law 111-11, March 30, 2009), to assist
in the identification of a potential northern transportation route.
An east-west transportation route is needed to respond to current and anticipated growth
trends occurring throughout Washington County. Since the 1970s, the population in
Washington County has grown considerably, expanding from a community of 13,669 in
1970 to 138,115 in 2010. A majority of this growth has occurred between 1990 and
2010, and population projections assert that growth will continue into the future (Utah
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget 2010). As the population grows, there is a
direct relationship with increased urbanization and land development that will continue to
result in increased traffic and a growing demand for outdoor recreational opportunities.
Traffic models for St. George and the surrounding communities predict traffic demand is
expected to exceed capacity on portions of St. George Boulevard, Bluff Street, and
Interstate 15 (I-15) by 2040 (Dixie Metropolitan Planning Organization [DMPO] 2011).
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In order to alleviate anticipated traffic congestion, the 2009 Omnibus Public Land
Management Act (Public Law 111-11 Section 1977) mandated an identification of one or
more alternatives for a northern transportation route in Washington County. However, on
the north side of St. George is the Reserve and the Red Cliffs NCA, which were
established to protect the Endangered Species Act (ESA)-listed threatened tortoise and
other natural resources. Therefore, any transportation corridor proposed by federal,
state, or local agencies must consider the conservation, protection, and enhancement of
the tortoise and other natural resources in accordance with the management directives
of the Reserve and Red Cliffs NCA.
Established in 1995, the Reserve boundaries were created as a requirement of the
Washington County Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). The HCP was developed by
Washington County under Section 10 of the ESA and in consultation with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as mitigation for regulatory take of the tortoise as a result
of county-issued permits for the development of tortoise habitat elsewhere in
Washington County. The lands within the Reserve include property owned and managed
by the BLM, State of Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA),
Utah State Parks, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR), Washington County, St.
George, private landowners, and designated rights-of-way for roads and utility corridors.
The BLM lands within the Reserve received formal designation by Congress as the Red
Cliffs NCA in 2009 in order to establish management priorities for the long-term
conservation and protection of natural resources, which primarily included protecting the
tortoise.
This study was undertaken in response to the 2009 Omnibus Public Land Management
Act. The study documents the findings of a science-based study to:


Review the status of the tortoise on the Reserve, specifically in relation to
current transportation and land access issues;



Identify potential threats to the tortoise that could result from roadway corridors
based on a review of USFWS documents addressing large-scale habitat
disturbance; and



Outline the regulatory framework under which a transportation corridor would
be evaluated.

The regulatory processes could provide an approach for coordination with regulatory
agencies to address transportation issues on the Reserve collaboratively, to establish
standards for evaluation of site-specific impacts, and to develop context-sensitive
solutions to address impacts.
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It should be noted that this study is not a comprehensive analysis of the scientific
literature related to tortoise ecology and effectiveness of mitigation measures, nor does it
provide specific solutions to tortoise and transportation issues on the Reserve. Rather,
the study is a conceptual evaluation to determine if there is justification for further
evaluation of a transportation corridor that has as its first objective to conserve, protect,
and enhance the tortoise and its habitat on the Reserve and Red Cliffs NCA, while
concurrently relieving traffic congestion caused by the lack of east-west transportation
infrastructure. This study does not satisfy any specific regulatory requirement and is
focused entirely on the tortoise as the first of many resource issues that would need to
be addressed prior to approval of a transportation corridor within the Reserve and Red
Cliffs NCA. This study illustrates that a comprehensive approach to roadway design and
associated management can ameliorate many existing threats, contribute to improving
conditions, and provide future management options for the tortoise on the Reserve. This
study recommends a process whereby agencies could work cooperatively to identify a
road that contributes to the conservation of the tortoise and its habitat while addressing
long-term transportation needs.
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2.0 REGULATORY SETTING
This section outlines some of the regulations that govern allowable uses and activities in
the study area. This is not a comprehensive list of applicable regulations, but rather a
summary of the overarching regulations related to the evaluation of the feasibility of a
northern transportation route and the conservation of the tortoise in the Reserve and
Red Cliffs NCA.

2.1

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) procedures ensure that environmental
information is available to public officials and is disclosed to the public before decisions
are made and federal actions are taken. The NEPA process is intended to help public
officials make decisions that are based on an understanding of environmental
consequences, and take actions that protect, restore, and enhance the environment
(40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Sec 1500.1). However, NEPA does not
necessarily advocate environmental preservation. Rather, it requires compliance with all
other environmental laws, ensuring that alternative courses of action are evaluated and
decisions are made in the interest of the overall public and based upon a balanced
consideration of the need for the action and the environmental consequences.
If an east-west transportation facility north of St. George would be located on federal
public land, a NEPA document with associated technical studies would be required to
evaluate potential environmental impacts of the proposed action and its alternatives.
This study does not fulfill the requirements of a NEPA document and does not evaluate
any specific transportation alternatives. Instead, this study focuses on possible impacts
(positive and negative) that a conceptual transportation facility may have on the tortoise.
It also outlines management approaches and design elements that could be
incorporated into the project to support tortoise conservation. Consideration of effects to
the tortoise is only one component of the required NEPA analysis. A NEPA study would
require a multi-disciplinary evaluation of resources that could be affected by a
transportation facility.

2.2

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
The ESA (16 United States Code 1531 et seq.) was
created to protect species that are listed as threatened or
endangered. Endangered species are species that are in
danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion
of their range. Threatened species are species that are
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likely to become endangered throughout all or a significant portion of their range in the
near future. The ESA’s primary goal is to reduce the likelihood of plant and animal life
extinction, with a focus on recovering and preserving these species for future
generations. For those federal actions that may affect an ESA-listed species or its
designated critical habitat, consultation with USFWS under Section 7 of the ESA would
be required. Projects that are likely to adversely affect threatened or endangered
species must undergo formal consultation, which results in the preparation of a biological
opinion (BO) by USFWS.
A BO includes an evaluation of potential project-related impacts in context with the
existing baseline conditions for the species (either range-wide or within a recovery unit if
designated) and a determination as to whether the project is likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of the species. For a non-jeopardy BO, USFWS may authorize
“take” (i.e., harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to
attempt to engage in any such conduct) of a listed animal species through an incidental
take statement that would include reasonable and prudent measures to minimize the
extent of take. Also, mandatory terms and conditions would be included that describe the
methods for accomplishing the reasonable and prudent measures. USFWS may also
identify in the BO discretionary conservation recommendations that may be implemented
by the action agency, or suggest ways that the action agency can assist recovery of the
species under their own authorities of Section 7(a)(1) of the ESA.
In a BO that results in a jeopardy determination, USFWS develops mandatory
reasonable and prudent alternatives to the proposed action. These are considered
alternative actions that can be implemented in a manner consistent with the intended
purpose of the action, can be implemented consistent with the scope of the federal
agency’s legal authority and jurisdiction, are economically feasible, and would avoid the
likelihood of jeopardizing the continued existence of the listed species.
For non-federal actions that would result in take of threatened or endangered animal
species, an incidental take permit must be acquired by consulting with USFWS under
Section 10 of the ESA. An HCP, which minimizes and mitigates potential effects of
authorizing incidental take, must be prepared by the applicant and submitted with the
application for an incidental take permit.
Washington County began preparation of an HCP in 1990. The purpose of the HCP is to
allow development in certain areas of tortoise habitat in Washington County, while still
advancing the overall recovery of the species. The Washington County HCP was
prepared under the guidance of a Steering Committee, which consisted of members
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from various government agencies (i.e., BLM, USFWS, UDWR, Utah Division of State
Lands and Forestry, Washington County, Washington County Water Conservancy
District, and incorporated cities within Washington County); environmental groups (i.e.,
the Nature Conservancy and the Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance/Humane Society);
grazing, recreation, and real estate/development interest groups; and federal
congressional representatives (Washington County Commission [WCC] 1995).
The HCP was completed in December 1995, and in 1996, Washington County received
an incidental take permit from USFWS. The incidental take permit is valid for a period of
20 years and authorizes the take of 1,169 tortoises on 12,264 acres of occupied and
31,282 acres of potential tortoise habitat from the Upper Virgin River Recovery Unit
(Upper Virgin River RU) (WCC 1995).
The HCP established the Reserve, which consists of 61,022 acres (where approximately
38,787 acres are considered as suitable tortoise habitat), as mitigation for Washington
County’s countywide incidental take permit for the tortoise. The Reserve occupies land
north of St. George and is bordered by Paiute Indian Tribal Lands to the west, the City of
Hurricane to the east, and Dixie National Forest to the north (Figure 1). The intended
purpose of the Reserve is to conserve a large, mostly contiguous area of tortoise habitat
to help maintain a stable or increasing tortoise population in perpetuity, which would
offset the loss of tortoises and tortoise habitat
due to development in other parts of
Washington County (WCC 1995). The
implementation of the HCP is guided by the
Habitat Conservation Advisory Committee
(HCAC) and the Habitat Conservation
Technical Committee (HCTC), which includes
representative from local governments and
land and resource management agencies.
The incidental take permit issued in conjunction with the HCP expires in 2016; however,
none of the protective measures instituted to conserve the tortoise will change (USFWS
2000). The tortoise is still protected under the ESA, and designated critical habitat within
the Reserve is to remain as critical habitat. Washington County must apply for renewal
of their incidental take permit to allow for continued take and habitat loss associated with
development outside of the Reserve. Permit renewal by USFWS will require a NEPA
evaluation and formal Section 7 consultation similar to the effort that occurred when the
HCP was established in 1996.
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Figure 1. Regional Setting of the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve
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2.3

RED CLIFFS NATIONAL CONSERVATION AREA
The Red Cliffs NCA was designated through the 2009 Omnibus Public Land
Management Act (Public Law 111-11 Section 1974), and is managed by the BLM St.
George Field Office. The Red Cliffs NCA is located within the Reserve and includes
44,725 acres of public land, of which 38,787
acres is suitable tortoise habitat. The Pine
Valley Mountains and Dixie National Forest
are located to the north, while the
communities of Ivins, Santa Clara, St.
George, Washington, and Leeds border the
Red Cliffs NCA to the west, south, and east.
The Red Cliffs NCA comprises
approximately 73 percent of the Reserve.
The BLM estimates that the Red Cliffs NCA
receives 100,000 visitors annually (130,000
visitors in 2011 [Ferris-Rowley 2012]) and
includes more than 130 miles of non-motorized recreation trails for hiking, mountain
biking, and equestrian trail riding. Key resources and values include biological,
ecological, cultural, historical, paleontological, and scenic resources, as well as many
diverse recreational opportunities (BLM 2009).

2.3.1 Omnibus Public Land Management Act
Through the Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009, Congress designated the
Red Cliffs NCA to:
…conserve, protect, and enhance for the benefit and enjoyment of present and
future generations the ecological, scenic, wildlife, recreational, cultural, historical,
natural, educational, and scientific resources of the National Conservation Area;
and to protect each species that is located in the National Conservation Area;
and listed as a threatened or endangered species.
The designating legislation directs the BLM to develop a Resource Management Plan
(RMP) for the 44,725 acres of public land in the Red Cliffs NCA. It also directs the BLM
to develop a Travel Management Plan and, in consultation with Washington County and
St. George City, to “identify 1 or more alternatives for a northern transportation route in
the County.” (Omnibus Public Land Management Act 2009)
The RMP and Travel Management Plan guide the long-term management of the Red
Cliffs NCA, while providing protection to resources for which the Red Cliffs NCA was
designated.
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This study supports the responsibilities of the local government entities to assist in the
identification of a potential northern transportation route as required in the 2009
Omnibus Public Land Management Act.

2.3.2 National Conservation Landscape System
Passage of the 2009 Omnibus Public Land Management Act established the Red Cliffs
NCA as part of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS). NLCS areas are
designated by an act of Congress or presidential proclamation to conserve, protect, and
restore specified natural and cultural values (BLM 2010). In 2010, the BLM adopted the
15 Year NLCS Strategy that provides guidance for the management of NLCS lands. This
guidance is an overarching and explicit commitment to conservation and resource
protection as the primary objective for NLCS lands. It states that uses within NLCS lands
should be limited to existing rights, allowable uses
identified in the designating legislation, and uses in
harmony with the conservation and protection of
NLCS objectives and values. The guidance also
places an emphasis on engaging stakeholders and
collaborative landscape management approaches.
Several NLCS goals are relevant to a potential
transportation project within the Red Cliffs NCA,
including:


Providing a scientific foundation for
decision-making (Goal 1c);



Not authorizing discretionary uses that
cannot be managed in a manner
compatible with designating proclamation or legislation (Goal 1e); and



Only developing facilities, including roads, on NLCS lands where they are
required for public health and safety, are necessary for the exercise of valid
existing rights, minimize impacts to fragile resources, or further the purposes
for which an area was designated (Goal 1f). (BLM 2010)

These goals set the standard for any potential project within the Red Cliffs NCA. For a
project to be approved, it must be demonstrated by utilizing credible scientific
information that the project would conserve, protect, and enhance those resources for
which the Red Cliffs NCA was designated.
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3.0 MOJAVE DESERT TORTOISE BACKGROUND
3.1

LIFE HISTORY
The tortoise is native to the Mohave Desert
and is found north and west of the
Colorado River in Arizona, California,
Nevada, and Utah. This species is typically
found at elevations from sea level to 4,000
feet above sea level, although tortoises
may occur at elevations as high as 4,100 to
5,250 feet in the eastern Mohave Desert.
However, generally the highest densities
occur from 1,000 to 3,000 feet (Bury 1994).
Tortoises are commonly found on sloping terrain with friable soils (i.e., soil that crumbles
easily in the hand) that are loose enough for digging but stable enough to support
burrows (USFWS 2008a). Tortoises occupy a wide range of habitats that include flats
and rocky slopes from creosote (Larrea tridentata) scrub at lower elevations to habitats
such as blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima), sagebrush (Artemisia spp.), and juniper
(Juniperus spp.) woodlands at higher elevations (USFWS 2008a). Alluvial fans, washes,
and canyons that have soils appropriate for den construction are typically used by
tortoises (USFWS 2012b).
Tortoises spend much of their lives in burrows, deep caves, rock and caliche crevices, or
under rock overhangs, shrubs, or bushes. Tortoises emerge from their burrows to mate
in the spring and fall, and to forage on a wide variety of grasses and annual plants, as
well as cacti and non-native vegetation.
Water is obtained mostly from succulent
plants, but tortoises will drink surface
water during summer rain storms, which
is especially important during drought
years (USFWS 2008a).
Tortoises are long-lived and slowgrowing, with an average lifespan of 50
to 80 years. Growth rates increase during
wet years when there is an abundance of
annual plants available as forage. Sexual maturity is not reached until a tortoise is 13 to
20 years old. This species has low reproductive rates over a long period of reproductive
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potential. The number of eggs a female can produce each year varies depending on the
quality of the habitat being utilized, availability of forage and drinking water, and her
physical condition (USFWS 2011). Detailed discussion of tortoise life history and ecology
can be found in the revised (2011) USFWS recovery plan.

3.2

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT LISTING HISTORY
In 1980, the tortoise on the Beaver Dam Slope in Utah was listed by USFWS as
threatened under the ESA (USFWS 1980). The remainder of the Mojave population—all
desert tortoises found north and west of the Colorado River in California, Nevada,
Arizona, and Utah—was listed as endangered under an emergency listing on August 4,
1989, which was due in part to rapidly spreading disease. On April 2, 1990, the final
listing rule was issued, and the entire population was listed as threatened (USFWS
1990). Critical habitat was designated for the tortoise in 12 areas encompassing 6.4
million acres on February 8, 1994, primarily on federal lands in southern California,
southern Nevada, northwestern Arizona, and southwestern Utah (USFWS 1994b).

3.3

RECOVERY PLAN
The Mojave Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan, which
provides techniques and strategies for recovery of
the species, was initially released by the USFWS in
1994 (USFWS 1994c). Due to land use changes in
tortoise habitat and the need for tortoise recovery
implementation to evolve, a revised recovery plan
was issued in 2011. The revised recovery plan is
described as a living document that will develop over
time as land uses in tortoise habitat continue to
change. For example, the national priority on
renewable energy sources did not arise until after the
development of the revised recovery plan was
underway. Therefore, USFWS will soon add a new
chapter to the recovery plan that documents a comprehensive strategy for recovering
the desert tortoise in the face of increasing renewable energy projects in tortoise habitat
(USFWS 2011).
The original recovery plan identified six recovery units for the tortoise throughout the
species’ range (Figure 2).Recovery units are established as the primary area in which
progress toward recovery is assessed and project-related effects are analyzed. Since
1994, USFWS has gained greater insight into the patterns of both ecological and genetic
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variation within the tortoise population. Therefore, the boundaries of the recovery units
for the tortoise were modified in the revised recovery plan, such that there are now only
five recovery units (USFWS 2011). These revisions were based on genetic, ecological,
and physiological characteristics that highlight natural boundaries or other differences
between units with the goal of balancing distinctiveness and variability among recovery
units. The boundary for the Upper Virgin River RU, in which the Reserve is located, was
unchanged in the revised recovery plan (USFWS 2011).
Figure 2. Mojave Desert Tortoise Recovery Areas

Source: Revised Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2011).
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3.4

UPPER VIRGIN RIVER RECOVERY UNIT
The Upper Virgin River RU encompasses tortoise habitat located in Washington County
that is east of the Beaver Dam Mountains to the Hurricane Cliffs. Of all recovery units,
the Upper Virgin River RU is reported as having the highest density of tortoises (13.5
tortoises per square kilometer [Ferris-Rowley and Croissant 2012]); 2011 average
densities for tortoise conservation areas by recovery unit ranged from 0.9 to 10.8
tortoises per square kilometer (Allison 2011). The Upper Virgin River RU is also
substantially smaller than any of the other recovery units, at only 96 square miles
(approximately 61,440 acres), and contains 54,600 acres that have been designated as
tortoise critical habitat, which is less than 1 percent of the total area of all recovery units
and designated critical habitat. The Upper Virgin River RU is at the extreme northeastern
edge of the species’ range, where the climate ranges from long, cold winters to mild
summers (WCC 1995). The Upper Virgin River RU demonstrates little genetic
differentiation from the neighboring recovery unit (USFWS 2011).
Tortoise habitat within the Upper Virgin River RU is described as having complex
topography that includes canyons, mesas, sand dunes, and sandstone outcrops with
vegetation that is a transitional mixture of creosote bush scrub, sagebrush scrub,
blackbrush scrub, and sandy-soil plant communities. The Upper Virgin River RU is
located in a transition zone among the Mojave, Sonoran, and Great Basin deserts,
resulting in a high diversity of vegetation and potential tortoise food plants. Tortoises
often use sandstone formations and lava caves in addition to burrows for shelter, travel
to sand dunes to lay eggs, and forage in a variety of community types (USFWS 2011).
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4.0 REVIEW OF PAST BIOLOGICAL OPINIONS
BOs are prepared by USFWS for federal actions that would result in an adverse effect to
an ESA-listed species or cause the take of a listed animal. BOs that have been issued
for the tortoise were reviewed to:


Identify the scope of threats by project type;



Quantify the cumulative loss of habitat and authorization of take by recovery
unit; and



Assess the scope and magnitude of mitigation measures required to offset
each threat.

There was a special emphasis on the review of past BOs prepared for road projects, as
well as other types of large-scale habitat disturbance that could have similar impacts to
that of a roadway and its construction (e.g., linear projects such as transmission lines,
and projects impacting large tracts of land such as solar development and military base
expansion). This emphasis was to assure that the range of threats of a potential northern
transportation route in Washington County is fully considered. Additional published
literature and agency reports, including the Proceedings of Desert Tortoise Council
Symposia for years 1976 through 2012 available from the Desert Tortoise Council
website, were reviewed for background information regarding the consequence of
various threats to tortoise populations, as well as to assess the effectiveness of
mitigation measures being required by USFWS to minimize potential project-related
impacts to tortoises.
Previous BOs were initially obtained from online sources. No comprehensive list of
consultations, BOs, or authorized take of tortoise was available. The tortoise
coordinators at USFWS offices in Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and southern California were
contacted to request a list of tortoise BOs prepared by these offices. The personnel
contacted at USFWS offices included:


Renee Chi, Fish and Wildlife Biologist
Utah Ecological Services (Salt Lake City, Utah)



Michael Burroughs, Wildlife Biologist
Southern Nevada Field Office (Las Vegas, Nevada)



Brian Wooldridge, Fish and Wildlife Biologist
Arizona Ecological Services Field Office (Flagstaff, Arizona)
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Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office (Palm Springs, California)



Ray Bransfield, Senior Biologist
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office (Ventura, California)

By cross-referencing past consultations and with the assistance of the USFWS staff, an
inclusive list of BOs provided by USFWS through September 28, 2011, was prepared;
however, this is likely not a complete list of all BOs that have been issued for the
tortoise. After compiling the available tortoise BOs, a spreadsheet was prepared to
tabulate the types of impacts discussed for each project and the various types of
mitigation measures that have been used to avoid, minimize, and mitigate these
potential impacts.
A total of 263 BOs (over 6,500 pages) were compiled to review the USFWS analysis of
anticipated effects for projects throughout the range of the tortoise. These BOs were
prepared for a variety of project types. Appendix A lists the 263 BOs reviewed and
provides information regarding the project location (i.e., recovery unit), estimated acres
of impacted tortoise habitat and designated critical habitat, and the amount of authorized
take in the form of both mortality and harassment.
From the BOs that were reviewed, the total amount of tortoise habitat loss is 515,085
acres, of which 156,092 acres is critical habitat (2.4 percent of all designated critical
habitat). The authorized take is 6,729 tortoises killed and 6,204 tortoises harassed, for a
total take of 12,605. Forty-five BOs did not specify the amount of authorized take of
tortoises, often citing that take is unspecified because the tortoise is a mobile animal
without predictable activity patterns; young tortoises are particularly hard to spot as they
are small and blend in well with the environment; and tortoises also have the ability to
dig new burrows and may be present in previously cleared areas.
Several programmatic BOs addressing RMPs and grazing permits specified the total
amount of acres considered but did not specify how much land was occupied by the
tortoise or categorized as suitable habitat. In addition, these acres may not have actually
been lost but only subjected to degradation or temporary disturbance, and were tallied
separately and not included in the total amount of lost tortoise habitat. Land that was
disturbed within critical habitat prior to the designation of those critical habitat units is not
accounted for in the totals of critical habitat.
The extent of lost tortoise habitat and authorized take by recovery unit is presented in
Table 1. These figures represent the anticipated levels of take from project
implementation; however, the actual amount of habitat loss and take has not been
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reported. A study by LaRue (1996) compared the amount of take authorized in a BO and
the resulting actual project-related take, concluding that the authorized take well
exceeded the actual take and that many projects that completed consultation were not
fully implemented.
Table 1.

Total Amount of Habitat Loss and Authorized Take (Mortality and Harassment)

Recovery Unit
Eastern Colorado
Eastern Mojave
Northeastern Mojave
Northern Colorado
Upper Virgin River

Critical Habitat
Loss (Acres)
816
480.26
9,494
150.5
5.65

Total Habitat
Loss (Acres)
35,125
6,951
84,428
27,203
43,705

Authorized
Mortality
160
49
896
176
1,187

Authorized
Harassment
135
280
870
235
40

Authorized Take
(Total)
295
329
1,766
411
1,219

Western Mojave

145,146

317,673

4,261

4,644

8,905

4.1

REVIEW OF THREATS TO THE TORTOISE
A summary of the types of impacts to tortoise considered in the reviewed BOs (see
Appendix A) is provided in Table 2, which tallies the number of BOs in which a particular
threat was identified. Major threats are impacts to habitat (including a combination of
habitat loss and degradation, loss of vegetation, and soil disturbance) as cited in 482
BOs, with the greatest lost acreage and authorized take attributable to projects that
included urban development, military operations, and multiple-uses of public land. Also
cited as frequent threats to the tortoise were off-road vehicle use and being crushed by
vehicles (cited in 362 BOs). Other sources of tortoise mortality include attracting
predators to project sites and subsidizing predator populations, resulting in predation of
tortoises, especially juvenile tortoises, by common ravens (Corvus corax), coyotes
(Canis latrans), kit foxes (Vulpes macrotis), free roaming dogs, and removal by people
(cited in 353 BOs). In more recent BOs, the spread of non-native vegetation and the
threat of fire have been increasingly a concern (cited in 103 BOs).
For road construction, major concerns identified in the BOs include a combination of
potential impacts from vehicles (e.g., crushing) and genetic isolation (e.g., habitat
fragmentation) (cited in 287 BOs). In some cases, roads may result in a fire break, which
could actually aid in firefighting efforts and minimize the damaging effects from future
fires.
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Table 2.

Project-related Impacts to the Tortoise Identified in BOs

Potential Impacts
Genetic Isolation
Shooting
Fire
Urbanization
Noise or Vibrations
Recreation
Disease
Exotic Plants/Invasive Species/Noxious Weeds
Land Fragmentation
Collecting
Soil Disturbance
Loss of Vegetation
Off-Road Vehicle Usage
Road Kill or Crush
Habitat Loss/Degradation
Predators (Ravens/Dogs)

Number of Projects
12
17
40
42
43
44
51
63
78
103
119
160
165
197
203
233

Project-related Impacts can be direct or indirect. Direct impacts are those that are
caused by the project and occur in a project area at the same time as project
implementation. Indirect Impacts are those that occur as a result of the project and are
outside of the project area or occur later in time.

4.1.1 Direct Impacts Identified in BOs
The most frequent direct impacts
identified in BOs for linear and largeacreage projects are discussed below.
Habitat Loss
Habitat loss results from many types of
projects as land is converted from native
desert habitat to pavement or other
developed uses, such as residential or
commercial structures. This is typically a
permanent loss of the area for use by the
tortoise, but in some cases, there is a temporary loss of habitat or long-term habitat
degradation that occurs as a result of construction.
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Vehicle Strikes
Vehicle strikes have impacted numerous
tortoises. Prior to implementation of
mitigation measures to control impacts to
tortoises at construction sites, vehicle strikes
were a common impact due to the large
increase of traffic that occurs when
construction begins. In addition to increased
construction vehicle traffic, the popularity of
off-road vehicles has allowed access to
isolated areas within tortoise habitat. This
could lead to a loss of vegetation, soil disturbance or degradation, or the collapsing of
tortoise burrows that potentially may trap a live tortoise (Brooks and Lair 2005).
Even occasional tortoise mortality due to collision on roads can have long-term impacts
to tortoise populations. Tortoise mortality on unfenced roads often results in the loss of
larger tortoises that are important members of the breeding cohort. The loss of adult
tortoises and the extended period for replacement tortoises to reach sexual maturity
impact local population numbers as well as population growth potential (Grandmaison
2012). Tortoise densities are lower closer to unfenced road alignments. At the Mojave
National Preserve, Hughson (2011) found that, based on tortoise sign, density of the
tortoise was depressed to at least 400 meters (1,300 feet) away from an unfenced road
edge. Boarman (2010) found this zone of reduced tortoise density to extend more than
1.6 kilometers (1 mile) from the road.
Construction Activities
Due to the presence of construction workers and associated traffic, the transport and
stock piling of materials, and the array of heavy-duty construction equipment, tortoises
and other wildlife in the vicinity of these
activities are in danger of being crushed,
disturbed and displaced from their home
ranges, loosing foraging habitat, and
being trapped within their burrows. Large
construction equipment produce high
volume noises and vibrations during
construction that may disturb tortoises
and produce ground vibrations that could
collapse tortoise burrows. Locating all
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tortoises on a project site for removal is not assured due to many aspects of the
tortoise’s behavior and habitat, including the tortoise’s limited periods of surface activity,
their habit of retreating into deep burrows in the soil and boulder piles, and their cryptic
nature—especially juveniles.
Illegal Collection
Collection of tortoises has also been linked to population declines. Illegal collection may
occur on a project site if construction staff captures tortoises as pets or for other
purposes. Additionally, the completed project may allow people access to areas that
were once secluded and could also lead to tortoise collection.

4.1.2 Indirect Impacts Identified in BOs
The most frequent indirect impacts identified in BOs for linear and large-acreage projects
are described below.
Spread of Non-native Vegetation
The introduction of non-native plant species,
especially annual grasses, is a threat to the
tortoise as these plants typically flourish
following habitat disturbance, taking over the
habitat at the expense of native annual and
eventually perennial vegetation (Minnich
2010). This results in reduced forage value
for the tortoise. These plants typically thrive
in disturbed soils and can be dispersed to a
project site by vehicles that were not cleaned
prior to arriving at the job site. The spread of
these plants often creates conditions that fuel fire, putting the tortoise at an increased
risk of injury or death as a result of wildfire. These fires, in turn, enhance conditions for
the expansion and increased dominance of non-native plants.
The changes in vegetation composition and structure following fire result in loss of
shelter sites and forage base (Styles et al. 2010). Sites that burned multiple times
provide less perennial cover and forage species than sites that burned once (DeFalco
and Scoles-Sciulla 2012). Though some native annual species may be highly resilient to
fire (unlike native perennial plants), they are only able to reestablish if invasive species
are not present (Steers and Allen 2010). Esque et al. (2012) found that tortoise will
forage on the increased production of both annual native and non-native plants in areas
previously burned, and that tortoise re-colonize the burned area over time, spreading in
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from around the edges of the burn or from unburned patches, which suggests that
burned areas should be managed for tortoises.
Facilitation of Human Access
Another indirect effect to the desert tortoise and its habitat can result because of the
facilitation of an increased human population. With the development of power lines,
pipelines, and access roads, the possibility for human
activity and other developments on the landscape in that
area increases. Communities can be developed around
these utilities, and urbanization of the area slowly occurs
while reducing the amount of habitat available to the
tortoise and other impacts associated with human activities
(e.g., collection, recreation, and off-leash dogs). The
percent of tortoises that have experienced moderate or
severe trauma from predators is significantly higher within 3
kilometers (1.9 miles) of human habitation, and that those
tortoises show more severe damage to shells caused by
gnawing by dogs (Demmon and Berry 2005).
Roads provide access for recreational activities into more remote areas. Roads can also
lead to a variety of impacts to the tortoise and its habitat that include increased
disturbance to tortoises from the presence of people and dogs, increased exposure to
predator populations subsidized by the presence of trash, and habitat degradation from
trampling and soil disturbance from trails and off-road vehicles that increase the spread
of non-native vegetation and the resulting threat of fire. A chance encounter with a
tortoise on a remote road has resulted in the species being illegally collected and
removed from the population (Grandmaison and Hoffman 2010). Tortoises taken out of
the wild are no longer able to contribute their genetics and progeny to future
reproduction in the population.
Attraction of Predators
A major threat to the tortoise is the
introduction or attraction of predators to a
project site. This includes increased
predation by dogs, which may result from
newly created access to an area. For
example, free-roaming dogs near residential
communities and dogs that are off-leash
with owners that are hiking can kill or injure
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tortoises. Other types of predators, such as coyotes and ravens, could be attracted by
litter to a construction site or a new development. Once there, these predators could
prey upon tortoises encountered near the site. Raven numbers in the Mojave and
Colorado deserts have increased greatly in recent years (Boarman 1997). These
increases are attributable to increased food and water from landfills, urban expansion,
agriculture, and other human activities, as well as to additional nesting sites provided by
high-tension electric line towers, telephone poles, bridges, other artificial structures, and
cultivated trees. The common raven is largely a threat to young tortoises, which are
vulnerable because they do not have a fully developed shell for protection.
Habitat Fragmentation and Genetic Isolation
Linear projects that bisect tortoise habitat have the potential to create genetic isolation
by separating a group of tortoises. The restriction of gene flow could lead to increased
forms of genetic disease and separate tortoises from wide-spread procreation.
Increased fragmentation of habitat and
populations increases edge effects and
associated threats. These threats include
ongoing disturbance by humans as more
people partake in recreational activities due to
increased accessibility, a reduction in habitat
quality because of the introduction or
proliferation of exotic plant species, an
increased chance of wildfire due to the
presence of more fuels (in the form of exotic
plant species) and potential ignition sources
with more people present, a higher likelihood
of diseased captive tortoises being dropped off
and infecting the wild population, and an
increase in the number of predators
(subsidized native populations and off-leash dogs).

4.2

REVIEW OF MITIGATION MEASURES
Each BO addresses project-specific impacts to the tortoise; however, many of the same
mitigation measures are required for similar projects with similar impacts. Table 3
provides a tally of the types of measures implemented through a BO in an attempt to
minimize, mitigate, or avoid the threats identified for individual projects. The most
common mitigation measures that were identified in the BOs (see Appendix A) include
having an authorized biologist onsite, providing training and education to workers, and
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controlling litter at the project site. Seven BOs for road construction required installation
of culverts to mitigate for fragmentation of tortoise habitat and isolation of population
segments.
Table 3.

1

Mitigation Measures Identified in BOs1
Mitigation Measures

Number of Projects

New Survey as Alignment Changes/New Roads

6

Install Culverts

7

No New Roads

13

Subsequent Monitoring/Survey

21

Acquire Additional Lands

22

No Vehicle Maintenance on/near Project Area

23

Land Compensation
Minimize Vegetation/Surface Disturbance

48
68

No Pets/Firearms

74

Monitoring Throughout Project

102

Field Contact Representative

103

Construction Period Speed Limit

109

Flag Authorized Work Area/Potential Habitat

113

Permanent/Temporary Tortoise Fence

126

Use Existing Roads/Minimize Site/Off-Site Vehicle Disturbance

145

Tortoise Relocation

147

Preconstruction Survey

156

Litter Control

212

Provide Training/Education

218

Authorized Biologist Onsite during Construction

222

Mitigation measures were identified to offset potential project-related impacts to the tortoise.

A combination of various mitigation measures is typically used to reduce potential
impacts to the tortoise and its habitat from linear and large-acreage projects. Most BOs
for these projects list similar mitigation measures that will be implemented during project
construction and operation. Common mitigation measures for construction projects are
discussed below.

4.2.1 Preconstruction Survey
BOs typically require preconstruction surveys by qualified biologists to clear all tortoises
from the project area prior to construction. Tortoises that are found are relocated and,
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depending on the project, marked for future tracking. Burrows that are found within the
project limits are flagged to identify avoidance areas.

4.2.2 Relocating Tortoises
Tortoise relocation is done by transporting a tortoise to a different location when it is
found during a preconstruction survey, or when it is found during project construction.
However, translocations have had varying levels of success. Three years following initial
release of 158 tortoises into a new area at Ft. Irwin, California, Berry found that 50
percent of the tortoises died and that the death rate for females was significantly higher
than for males (Berry 2011). However, at the Reserve, as of the end of 2010, 430
tortoises have been translocated to a special management area (Zone 4) identified for
receiving translocated tortoises, and the population is reported to be thriving (Sandburg
2011).
To address depressed population numbers, a tortoise head start program was initiated
at Edwards Air Force Base to test the effectiveness of rearing juvenile tortoises in
predator-resistant pens for eventual release into the wild. After nine years, the mortality
rate for released tortoises is 98 percent; however, much remains to be learned.
(Schneider 2012).

4.2.3 Tortoise-proof Fencing
Construction of tortoise-proof fence
around a project area and along
access roads is typically included as
mitigation to prevent tortoises from
wandering into these areas and being
harmed by construction equipment or
vehicles. A mitigation measure is
sometimes included in BOs that states the fence around a job site should be monitored
at regular intervals to ensure the fence is effective.
Tortoise barrier fencing, if properly maintained, can effectively mitigate against road-kill
mortality (Boarman 2010). With the use of barrier fences, the effect of road-based
mortality to tortoise populations can be reversed and the area reoccupied by tortoises,
although this may take extended periods of time, in part reflecting the slow tortoise
reproductive and dispersal rates (Boarman 2010).
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4.2.4 Authorized Biologists
An authorized biologist is a wildlife biologist that holds a permit from USFWS to handle
the tortoise. The authorized biologist provides onsite monitoring during construction and
is the only one allowed to handle a tortoise if one is encountered. The authorized
biologist has the authority to stop construction if a tortoise is in eminent danger and is
the only person authorized to remove tortoises from the project area.

4.2.5 Training and Education
Providing training and education about the tortoise to construction workers is essential to
ensure onsite staff can properly react in the event a tortoise is encountered on the
project site. Training sessions include information on what to look for and where to check
for tortoises that may have entered a project area. For instance, a tortoise may be
attracted onto a project site by the shade of a stationary vehicle, and while educated
personnel know to check below their vehicles before driving away, untrained workers
may crush the tortoise when driving away because they did not know to look under the
vehicle. In addition to construction staff, all newly hired staff is typically required to attend
a training and education program.

4.2.6 Litter Control Policies
Implementing litter control policies on work sites is necessary to prevent luring predators,
such as coyotes and ravens, onto the site. This includes using appropriately sealed trash
containers that predators are unable to open. Some BOs also included a mitigation
measure stating that a qualified biologist with experience in detecting raven sign and
nest locations will be onsite to help prevent tortoise loss due to ravens.

4.2.7 Enacting and Enforcing Speed Limits during Construction
Enacting and enforcing speed limits on roads during construction reduce the likelihood of
a vehicle striking a tortoise on the roadway. Typical mitigation measures require speed
limits of 10 to 25 miles per hour, which allow equipment operators enough time to stop or
avoid tortoises that could be present in the roadway.

4.2.8 Fencing and Crossing Culverts
Installing fencing and crossing culverts under new roads is a method to reduce the
likelihood of tortoises being struck by traffic (Boarman and Sazaki 1996). A culvert
allows the tortoise to pass safely under the new road and minimizes land fragmentation,
thereby reducing genetic isolation. Roadway crossing structures for tortoises have been
reported to have varying levels of effectiveness (Grandmaison et al. 2012). Individual
tortoises occasionally may use a structure; however, Grandmaison (2012) reports that
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many of the crossing structures that rely on
drainage features (e.g., pipe and box
culverts) often develop barriers to wildlife
movements, such as debris piles or erosion
grade change when regular maintenance is
not completed.
UDWR monitored four culverts in the
Reserve (three along Tuacahn Road in the
city of Ivins and one along SR 18). Tortoises
were observed using the Tuacahn Road
culverts as temporary shelters, and some tortoises used the culverts as movement
corridors. No use of the SR 18 culvert was detected (McLuckie 2012). Though
occasional tortoise crossings may suffice to maintain genetic diversity on both sides of a
barrier, this level of movement does not contribute to expanding the effective population
size or enhancing population viability on either side of the barrier.

4.2.9 Land Acquisition
Land acquisition is used to offset the impacts of a project by purchasing and preserving
suitable habitat at a calculated ratio. The required ratio is found by using a formula
developed by the Tortoise Compensation Team under the direction of the Desert
Tortoise Management Oversight Group. (This group includes representatives and
managers from all four states to coordinate range wide issues). The formula considers
five different factors to determine an appropriate land compensation ratio:


The quality of the existing habitat,



Length of the proposed project,



The amount of disturbance on the mitigation site,



The growth potential of the mitigation site, and



Whether habitat adjacent to the project area will be affected.

Each section is given a numerical value and added to establish an appropriate ratio.
Projects that are within Critical Habitat Units are typically compensated at an acreage
ratio of 5:1 acres, while impacts that are located outside of Critical Habitat Units are
replaced at an acreage ratio of 1:1. Land compensation sets a monetary value on each
acre within a project area. The project proponent pays for the total number of impacted
acres. Within certain jurisdictions replacement ratios for compensation lands may vary
widely.
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4.2.10 Mitigation Effectiveness
In all, the effectiveness of many mitigation and management actions for the tortoise has
often not been reported, or there was little or no follow through to determine if the
actions were properly implemented or if their goal was achieved. Often, it is due to poor
documentation of actions and techniques that limits the evaluation of the success of
mitigation. Also, the timeframe of the study may have been insufficient to measure the
results for such a long-lived species (Boarman and Kristan 2006). A 2002 Government
Accounting Office audit of the tortoise recovery program concluded that even though
over $100 million had been spent on recovery activities, the effectiveness of those
actions was not known (Averill-Murray 2011).

4.3

REVIEW OF UPPER VIRGIN RIVER RU BOS
Seven BOs were reviewed that evaluated projects within the Upper Virgin River RU.
These projects resulted in the loss of approximately 43,705 acres of tortoise habitat. Of
this, 43,546 acres are associated with a BO (USFWS 1996) and a 20-year incidental
take permit for 1,169 tortoises issued in 1996 to Washington County to allow for
development and growth within the county. There is one BO (USFWS 1994a) prepared
for the desert tortoise within the Upper Virgin River RU that resulted in a jeopardy
determination by USFWS. The BO, which was finalized in 1994, was for a housing
development project. The BO stated that the project would result in habitat degradation
and loss of 11 percent (5,940 acres) of the recovery unit. In addition, tortoise habitat
would be fragmented, and tortoises would be isolated in the northeastern portion of the
recovery unit. The Green Springs housing development was eventually constructed after
consultation with USFWS was complete, and sufficient mitigation measures, including
project modifications, were in place, such that the project was not likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of the tortoise.
In addition, there were two BOs that dealt with transmission line construction or
replacement. One BO (USFWS 2007b) was issued on June 22, 2007, which proposed to
build a new 138-kilovolt line, replacing the old 69-kilovolt line within the Reserve, all of
which impacted approximately 15.5 acres. The other BO (USFWS 2005a), issued
January 6, 2005, proposed the expansion of the St. George switchyard and an upgrade
to the current Red Butte to St. George power line, which has a total impact of 29.44
acres with 13.5 acres of the Reserve being disturbed.
Two additional BOs dealt with construction of roads within the Upper Virgin River RU. A
BO (USFWS 2009) was issued September 22, 2009, on a proposed widening of 3.5
miles of the current Red Hills Parkway. It would widen the road from a two-lane to fourlane road. The other BO (USFWS 2005b) was an amendment to a BO issued on
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September 20, 2002, concerning the Southern Corridor project, which proposed a 26mile-long road south of St. George. The amendment stated that up to two additional
tortoises would be taken over the life of the project.
The final BO (USFWS 2007a) that was obtained proposed an amendment to the ESA
Section 6 federal funding between the State of Utah (Parks and Recreation) and the
USFWS. The amendment allowed a right-of-way to be built across a property that was
obtained by Snow Canyon State Park. This also allowed the City of Ivins access to
property for proposed construction.

4.4

I-90 PASS EAST PROJECT CASE STUDY
The BO for the I-90 Pass East Project in Kittitas County, Washington, was also reviewed
and provides a case study of how transportation and conservation objectives can both
be met. The I-90 project does not impact desert tortoise, but there are many similarities
between the I-90 project and the perceived transportation/conservation conflicts in the
Reserve. Similarities include the following.


The I-90 project had the potential to impact threatened and endangered
species (i.e., marbled murrelet, critical habitat for bull trout, and northern
spotted owl).



There are a number of agencies involved with overlapping jurisdictions on the I90 project, including the Bureau of Reclamation, US Forest Service, Army
Corps of Engineers, and USFWS.



The I-90 corridor is located in an ecologically unique and sensitive area within
the Snoqualmie Pass Adaptive Management Area, which is one of ten adaptive
management areas in the western U.S. designated to provide mature forests
and habitat connectivity.

Initially, the I-90 project was highly controversial due to the potential ecological effects.
Washington State Department of Transportation actively engaged resource agencies in
project decisions through an interdisciplinary team and made ecological connectivity one
of the stated purposes of the project. The project ultimately included:


28 wildlife crossing structures (a combination of over crossings, bridges, and
culverts) within the 16-mile corridor;



Acquisition of 265 acres of mature forest for preservation;



Several decades of wildlife monitoring; and
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Extensive use of construction best management practices to reduce impacts.

In the BO issued September 3, 2008, the USFWS determined that the project would not
jeopardize any of the affected species. The USFWS also stated that “the Service
believes that the collaborative planning process used by the Federal Highway
Administration and the Washington State Department of Transportation for this Project
has yielded the admirable result of simultaneously improving transportation and
conservation (USFWS 2008b).”
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5.0 STATUS OF THE TORTOISE IN THE RESERVE
Information pertaining to the status of the tortoise on the Reserve was obtained from
Red Cliffs Desert Reserve tortoise monitoring reports prepared by UDWR for monitoring
conducted in 1998 through 2001 as well as in 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2011. These
reports analyzed the population within the Reserve and include discussions on
population trends, observed sex ratios, the status of translocated tortoises, and the
current level of URTD within the Reserve. These reports were supplied by Ann
McLuckie, UDWR biologist. In addition, various documents prepared between 1992 and
2012 were reviewed, including meeting minutes of the HCP steering committee and
other technical committees, as well as correspondence from USFWS.
Site visits were conducted in various portions of the Reserve by Logan Simpson Design
(Logan Simpson) biologists to confirm the current status of the habitat. Logan Simpson
biologists conducted site visits along State Route (SR) 18 in the Reserve on November 1
and 2, 2011, and along Cottonwood Road on January 11 and 12, 2012.
Meetings were held with biologists and other agency personnel and resource experts
that are intimately familiar with the Reserve. The purpose of these meetings was to
gather additional information regarding the current status/condition of the Reserve,
current threats to tortoises within the Reserve that may not be specifically identified in
reports, and any other background information regarding the HCP, the Reserve, and/or
tortoises in this area that could aide in the analysis for this study. Dates and times of
meetings, as well as the individuals present at these meetings, include:
November 2, 2011, 9:30 am to 10:50 am
Ann McLuckie, UDWR Biologist
Bruce Palmer, Logan Simpson Biologist
Kay Nicholson, Logan Simpson Biologist
November 2, 2011, 11:15 am to 1:00 pm
Bob Sandberg, Washington County HCP Administrator
Cameron Rognan, Washington County HCP Wildlife Biologist
Justin Neighbor, Washington County HCP Wildlife Technician
Bruce Palmer, Logan Simpson Biologist
Kay Nicholson, Logan Simpson Biologist
November 2, 2011, 2:00 pm to 4:45 pm
Dawna Ferris-Rowley, BLM Assistant Field Office Manager
Tim Croissant, BLM Wildlife Biologist
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Bruce Palmer, Logan Simpson Biologist
Kay Nicholson, Logan Simpson Biologist
January 11, 2012, 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm
Tim Croissant, BLM Wildlife Biologist
Bob Sandberg, Washington County HCP Administrator
Cameron Rognan, Washington County HCP Wildlife Biologist
Justin Neighbor, Washington County HCP Wildlife Technician
Bruce Palmer, Logan Simpson Biologist
Kay Nicholson, Logan Simpson Biologist

5.1

POPULATION MONITORING
The Reserve is 61,022 acres in total, which consist of approximately 38,787 acres of
tortoise habitat with the remaining acreage serving as a buffer.
The HCP identifies five management zones within the Reserve (Figure 3). Zone 1 is
approximately 6,146 acres of low-density tortoise habitat in high elevations, and it is
located on the west side of the Reserve. Zone 2 contains a moderate density of
tortoises, is approximately 10,372 acres in size, and is located adjacent to Zone 1 east
to SR 18. Zone 3 is considered the core of the Reserve because it is the largest zone at
approximately 38,541 acres (between SR 18 on the west and I-15 on the east), and it
contains high-quality tortoise habitat (Figure 4). Zones 4 and 5 are adjacent to one
another but separated from Zones 1 through 3 by I-15. Zone 4 is a translocation site for
tortoises, located east of I-15, and is approximately 5,197 acres in size. Zone 5 is the
smallest zone of the Reserve, containing 766 acres and located southeast of Zone 4.
(WCC 1995)
Bi-annual population monitoring occurs on the Reserve within Zones 2, 3, and 5. The
monitoring program consisted of two independent teams recording observations, with
one team using a distance sampling method and the other team using radio telemetry.
Surveys were conducted along randomly located 2-kilometer square transects with
500-meter sides. Upon locating a tortoise, data collected included carapace length and
width, sex, health, shell condition, behavior, time found, habitat characteristics, and
weather conditions (McLuckie et al. 2012).
Between 1998 and 2001 the tortoise population was relatively stable, with an abundance
estimate of 3,354 individuals in the area sampled (i.e., 114.57 square kilometers [km2];
44.2 square miles) within Zones 2, 3, and 5. The baseline density estimate of adult
tortoises was 32 tortoises per km2 in Zone 3 and 29 adult tortoises per km2 throughout
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Feasibility Study

Figure 3. Management Zones of the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve
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Feasibility Study

Figure 4. Management Zone 3 of the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve
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Feasibility Study

the Reserve (McLuckie et al. 2002). The population experienced a dramatic decline from
2001 to 2003, with McLuckie et al. (2004) reporting an estimated 47 percent reduction of
the population in Zone 3 (17 adult tortoises per km2) and a 41 percent reduction
Reserve-wide (17 adult tortoises per km2). However, the population increased during the
2005 monitoring period with density estimates of 23 tortoises per km2 in Zone 3 and 22
tortoises per km2 throughout the Reserve (McLuckie et al. 2007). Because the density
estimates for adult tortoises increased during the 2005 monitoring period, it is likely that
some of the reported population decline in 2003 can actually be attributed to tortoises
not being detected (e.g., more tortoises may have been underground due to drought
conditions).
The majority of the population
decline was attributed to drought
conditions in the early 2000s, with
other contributing factors including
habitat degradation due to
wildfires and recreational use,
disease, and predation (McLuckie
et al. 2012). Subsequent to the
initial population decline detected
in 2003, large fires in 2005 and
2006 further reduced the size of
the population within the Reserve. (These fires were fueled by the presence of cheat
grass (Bromus tectorum) and other invasive species that are abundant in the Reserve.
Approximately 14,624 acres burned on the Reserve, of which 25 percent was within
tortoise critical habitat (McLuckie et al. 2007). It is estimated that approximately 31
percent of adult tortoises on the Reserve were killed in the fire (McLuckie et al. 2007). As
reported by McLuckie et al. (2008, 2010, 2012), it appears the tortoise population has
since stabilized at a reduced size, with an abundance estimate of 2,082 individuals in the
same area (i.e., 114.57 km2) sampled within Zones 2, 3, and 5 during the 2011
monitoring period (McLuckie et al.2008, 2010, 2012).
Within the core of the Reserve (i.e., Zone 3), tortoise densities are highest at the
southern end and decrease as one moves to the north (Sandberg 2011a). Ann McLuckie
described habitat in the Reserve as changing over the years as fires have altered the
landscape (2011). After fires burned areas where tortoise densities had been the
highest, the value of this habitat was significantly diminished, at least for the short term.
As such, the highest tortoise densities shifted to other portions of the Reserve that had
not burned.
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Figure 5. Fires that Occurred on the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve and Surrounding Area in 2004 through 2007
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Tortoise monitoring is also conducted bi-annually within the translocation area (i.e., Zone
4) during the years when population surveys are conducted in Zones 2, 3, and 5.
Rangewide, some initial studies show short-term effectiveness of tortoise translocations;
however, long-term effectiveness requires more extensive research. In the Reserve, it
appears the translocation effort has been successful so far, as translocated tortoises
have established themselves and are maintaining home ranges within Zone 4. Prior to
being moved into Zone 4, a blood test is conducted on each tortoise in an attempt to
determine if the tortoise has upper respiratory tract disease (URTD). Only those animals
with negative blood tests are moved into Zone 4; however, there are currently tortoises
in Zone 4 that exhibit signs of URTD. This may be the result of diseased pet tortoises
having been released into the area and infecting others in the population (McLuckie et
al. 2005).

5.2

THREATS ON THE RESERVE
Several factors continue to threaten the tortoise population in the Reserve. These
threats are described in further detail below.

5.2.1 Direct Mortality
The installation of tortoise-proof fencing along the right-of-way for Cottonwood Road,
which bisects some of the best habitat in the Reserve, was completed this year to
eliminate, or at least reduce to the extent possible, the numbers of tortoises killed in the
roadway. According to a 1999 Desert Tortoise Roadkill Mortality Report, nine tortoises
were hit on Cottonwood Road between 1993 and 1999, almost 25 percent of all
documented road kills in the Upper Virgin River RU between 1987 and 1999 (UDWR
1999).
Collection for pets constitutes direct mortality to the population, even though the animal
is not dead. That tortoise is no longer able to contribute reproductively to the wild
population in the Upper Virgin River RU. This is not known to be much of a problem on
the Reserve, but it is likely that this occurs to some extent.

5.2.2 Habitat Fragmentation
The HCP states that five roads within the Reserve would be fenced with tortoise-proof
fencing: Snow Canyon Drive (SR 300), Tuacahn Drive, SR 18, Cottonwood Road (also
known as Turkey Farm Road or Old Dump Road), and Red Hills Parkway (formerly
known as Skyline Drive) (WCC 1995). These fences have been installed, with the final
fencing of Cottonwood Road completed in 2012. The fencing of Cottonwood Road has
functionally split the tortoise population within the core of the Reserve into two separate
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units, as no provision for a tortoise crossing structure was provided along Cottonwood
Road. Even relatively short-term fragmentation and genetic isolation of a population can
have ramifications. For instance,
Latch et al. (2011) found that the
construction of new roads altered
gene flow in local tortoise
populations, resulting in genetic
differentiation into subpopulations
on opposite sides of the roads, even
though the roads were constructed
relatively recently (in the 1970s).
This will occur along Cottonwood
Road if left in its current condition
(i.e., impermeable to tortoises).
Five specially designed tortoise underpass structures, spaced approximately 2,500 feet
apart, were included in the design for the Red Hills Parkway widening project, providing
movement and dispersal opportunities for tortoises that occupy home ranges close to
the crossing structure. These structures will allow tortoises to utilize resources on either
side of the road, as well as provide for genetic exchange among these tortoises.
There are also numerous unimproved roads throughout the Reserve, although many of
these are restricted to only administrative use and provide access to the various utility
corridors and developments. However, these roads are illegally used by recreationists
on off-road vehicles.

5.2.3 Fire and Exotic Species
Cheat grass is widespread and abundant within the Reserve, creating fields that are
highly susceptible to wildfire. As such, wildfire continues to be a serious threat to the
tortoise population. Over 2,000 acres
have burned in the Reserve in 2012.
There have been some efforts to
remove cheat grass; however, these
have mostly been small pockets in the
right-of-way along existing roads (e.g.,
Cottonwood Road), where construction
activities for fencing projects left bare
ground and an opportunity to re-seed
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with native plant species. Overall, cheat grass remains a dominant species throughout
the Reserve. In addition to the increased threat of fire, cheat grass, which is less
nutritious than the native vegetation, out competes native grasses and annuals, thereby
reducing the value of the habitat for the tortoise. (USFWS 2011)

5.2.4 Disease
The number of tortoises infected with
URTD increased during the initial
monitoring periods after the Reserve was
established, but the number of infected
individuals has remained stable since the
2007 monitoring period (McLuckie 2012).
Diseased tortoises are not able to
respond well in stressful situations (e.g.,
drought), and the spread of disease could
potentially be problematic for the tortoise
population in the event of a prolonged
period of drought.

5.2.5 Predation
On the Reserve, raven predation is not reported to be a significant problem (Sandberg
2011). A three-year study conducted by JBR Environmental Consultants along a power
line route within the Reserve found that the majority of ravens observed in the Reserve
were present only during the winter, arriving in September and leaving by March (2011).
Because tortoises are mostly underground during that time of year, there is little chance
for ravens to prey on tortoises. During the study period, the carcasses of only six
hatchlings and one juvenile tortoise were found in the Reserve (JBR 2011).
Feral dogs are also known to prey on tortoises. The proximity to human habitation on all
but the north side of the Reserve increases likelihood of feral or free-roaming dogs being
present in the Reserve. However, according to the HCTC (2012), feral dogs are not
known to be a problem on the Reserve.

5.2.6 Land Status
Tortoise conservation areas are not intended to be population islands, but rather
interconnected with other areas of habitat. USFWS defined a viable tortoise population
as requiring over 1,000 square miles (either as a major land unit or as a series of linked
habitat blocks) in addition to a population of 10,000 to 20,000 tortoises (Darst 2012).
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Because the Upper Virgin River RU is 96 square miles, intensive management is
anticipated to be required to ensure a reasonable probability of long-term survival of the
population (Darst 2012). In addition, the abundance of human habitation adjacent to
much of the Reserve increases the chance for tortoise mortality due to trespass
recreationists that may shoot tortoises, collect tortoises to take home as pets, or release
diseased tortoises into the population. There is also an increased chance of predation by
off-leash dogs.
When the HCP was established, approximately one-third of the Reserve was under
private or SITLA ownership. The HCP has no legal effect on these properties and cannot
place restrictions on land use. However, such lands are still subject to ESA
requirements, and no take of tortoise is allowed without completing consultation with
USFWS. (WCC 1995)
Since 1995, approximately 9,300 acres have been acquired and incorporated into the
Reserve; however, due to lack of federal funding and legitimate exchange opportunities,
there are still six parcels that comprise nearly 1,300 acres in Zone 3 that are held by
private property owners (Figure 4). This private land represents some of the best habitat
for the desert tortoise, and if not acquired into the Reserve, these lands would be at risk
for development. These1,300 acres are referred to as the ELT property, and the owner
is currently pursuing legal action to remove the property from the Reserve and open it up
for development. (HCAC 2010)

5.2.7 Recreation
Recreation-related impacts continue to threaten the tortoise population on the Reserve.
Numerous trails are designated within the Reserve that allows recreational activities,
such as hiking, to occur. However, there is much evidence that prohibited activities (e.g.,
off-road vehicle use, shooting,
unleashed dogs) occur throughout the
Reserve, and these activities can be
quite harmful to the tortoise population.
There is very little information available
on the Reserve to inform the public
about recreational activities that are
harmful to the tortoise. Unless hikers
stop at the Visitors’ Center first, which
is in St. George and not on the
Reserve itself, there is no information
available to inform them about the potential harm that can be done (USFWS 2011).
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Many visitors to the Reserve bring dogs on the hiking trails, and often allow their dogs to
roam around off-leash (HCTC 2012). Very limited information is available on the
Reserve to inform the public about this issue, so it is likely that most of the hikers are
unaware of the devastating effects free-roaming dogs can have on tortoises.
Additionally, recreationists may leave garbage behind, attracting ravens to the area. As a
predator of the tortoise, an increased number of ravens can have a serious detrimental
effect to the tortoise population as discussed above.
A standard 5-strand fence with tortoise-proof screening was installed around the
Reserve to prevent tortoises from dispersing into adjacent developed properties, as well
as to avoid unwanted activity on the Reserve by recreationists, dogs, and off-road
vehicles. However, the perimeter fence has not been effective at preventing trespassers
onto the Reserve in areas where recreation activities are prohibited, which includes
anywhere on the Reserve below 4,500 feet in elevation that is not a trail designated for
such activities.
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6.0 TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGES
6.1

HISTORY OF ROAD PROPOSALS IN THE RESERVE
A road connecting I-15 and SR 18 north of St. George has been on local transportation
plans for more than 30 years (St. George 2000). When the Reserve was established
there was extensive discussion about whether to allow this northern transportation
route.1 In 1992, the HCP Steering Committee recognized the continued existence of
Skyline Drive (now Red Hills Parkway) and decided that future improvements along
Skyline Drive may be mitigated by fencing and other means, including no additional
route north of Skyline Drive (HCP Steering Committee 1992). The remainder of roads in
the non-take areas would be closed except for authorized use. The adopted HCP does
allow “the eventual reconstruction of Skyline Drive,” which “should follow the existing
alignment as near as possible except where engineering and/or safety considerations
require deviations” (WCC 1995). Additionally, the adopted HCP states “Snow Canyon,
Cottonwood, and unpaved roads in Ivins and Babylon within the reserve have not been
identified for fencing. However, improvements or maintenance to these roads should
also follow the HCP protocol” (WCC 1995).
In the late 1990s, St. George and the HCTC began informal coordination and evaluation
of seven potential east-west transportation routes through the Reserve to meet longterm transportation needs. In November 2000, St. George formally submitted a
transportation improvement plan for consideration. This plan included three phases:
widening and minor realignment of the existing Skyline Drive, realignment of Skyline
Drive north behind the Sugarloaf connecting back in at 350 North, and construction of a
new northern alignment connecting to I-15 at MP13 (to be considered in connection with
HCP renewal activities required when the HCP expires in 2016). The HCAC, HCTC, and
city officials from St. George met almost monthly between 2000 and 2002, and ultimately
it was determined that the first phase, the widening of Skyline Drive, was planned for in
the existing HCP (HCAC 2000). Construction of that widening project is complete. The
HCAC and USFWS determined that pursuing the other two phases would require an
amendment to the HCP and 10a(1)B permit, NEPA evaluation, re-initiation of Section 7
consultation, and revision of the Implementing Agreement (HCAC 2000, USFWS 2000).
Concerns raised by the HCAC, HCTC, and USFWS included:


Fragmentation;



Small size of the recovery unit/reserve;

1

Over the years this route has been referred to as Loop Road, the Dixie Beltway, the Northern Corridor, the Great Northern
Corridor, and Washington Parkway.
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Direct loss of habitat;



Location of the road in high quality, high density tortoise habitat;



Insufficient quality and quantity of replacement habitat;



Decreased tortoise populations adjacent to roads; and



Inability to replace core Management Zone 3 habitat in Zone 3 to maintain the
integrity and reserve design within each management zone.

Some members of the HCTC did indicate that establishing a consolidated road and utility
corridor would concentrate adverse impacts in a single corridor that would possibly
reduce peripheral impacts and fragmentation in the Reserve. However, this did not
outweigh the concerns identified above, and for this reason, a number of minimization
and mitigation measures were identified by the HCTC and HCAC in 2001 and 2002.


Engineer the road to impact as little habitat as possible (eliminate medians,
reduce right-of-way width).



Follow existing utility development protocols.



Minimize lighting.



Install “people proof” fencing along the road.



Implement weed control.



Provide grade separated tortoise crossings.



Ensure no net gain of public access roads within the Reserve.



Eliminate Cottonwood Road or close it to public use. (Even before the road was
fenced to prevent tortoises from crossing the road, this was recommended as
one of the most important mitigation opportunities to reduce fragmentation in
Zone 3 [HCTC March 20, 2002].)



Provide replacement habitat outside of the existing Reserve boundaries in
accordance with Compensation for the Desert Tortoise guidance (MOG 1991).



Restore habitat.



Provide payments to fund other on-the-ground actions that benefit the tortoise.



Elevate significant portions of the road allowing for movement of animals and
reducing habitat fragmentation.



Complete a biological assessment.
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6.2



Complete an HCP amendment that includes stricter definitions of allowable
uses (e.g. number of wells/detention dams, and number and length of power
lines).



Research tortoise disease and pathogen factors.

LONG-TERM TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGES
The DMPO commissioned a Cost/Benefit Study for Washington Parkway in 2011.2 The
study showed that by 2040 there will be more traffic demand than capacity on segments
of Bluff Street, St. George Boulevard, Red Cliffs Drive, and Red Hills Parkway (Figure 6).
These are high-profile corridors that provide the primary backbone for the St. George
urbanized area transportation network. Without additional capacity, the whole
transportation network will experience substantial delays and congestion. The land
adjacent to these streets is heavily developed with commercial and residential uses, and
widening these streets to accommodate future traffic would have serious community
impacts.
The Cost/Benefit Study also completed a sensitivity analysis that compares future traffic
demand on six different conceptual corridors (Figure 7). This sensitivity analysis showed
that the strongest demand was for a transportation corridor that connects the existing
Washington Parkway interchange on I-15 (exit 13) to Bluff Street via Red Hills Parkway,
as well as a segment of new alignment. This corridor would reduce traffic demand on
portions of I-15, St. George Boulevard, Bluff Street, and Red Cliffs Drive by about 10
percent and reduce system wide delay by about 3,000 hours a day in 2040. Other
corridors analyzed that connect to the existing traffic network in locations further north or
south would serve less than half of the traffic demand and would not be as effective at
providing congestion relief to major roads in the system.
While this analysis was not intended to identify a preferred transportation alternative or a
specific route, it did identify one or more conceptual corridors that could effectively meet
the transportation network needs. If project development moves forward, a formal
Purpose and Need statement would be developed through the NEPA process that would
take into account traffic needs and ecological conservation objectives.

2

The DMPO is responsible for the Travel Demand Model that is used to generate future traffic volumes in Washington County and
provides the basis for the 2011-2040 Regional Transportation Plan. The model and the plan contain the best data available in 2010
from a variety of sources. The model and plan were both created through the use of standard planning processes established by
the DMPO, UDOT, and FHWA. The model continues to be updated as new data becomes available—specifically 2010 Census Data
(April 2012), population projections from the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget (October 2012), and a local household travel
survey (December 2012). Furthermore, the regional transportation planning process continually seeks annual public review and
comment at the Dixie Transportation Expo and at least 30 days prior to final adoption of the plan. As updated transportation
demand data becomes available, it will be used to update transportation plans; however, changes in projections are not anticipated
to negate the long-term need for a northern transportation route.
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Figure 6. 2040 Traffic Volume-to-Capacity
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Figure 7. 2040 East-West Traffic Demand
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6.3

ROAD DESIGN STANDARDS
In addition to meeting transportation and conservation objectives, a potential corridor
must also meet current UDOT highway geometric standards. These standards are
based on American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials standards
related to critical design elements that involve design speed, lane width, shoulder width,
horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, grades, sight distance, cross slopes, super
elevation, structural capacity, horizontal and vertical clearance, bridge width acceleration
and deceleration lanes, ramp design, curb configuration, specify acceptable grades, and
lane spacing.
The standards vary depending on a roadway’s functional classification, since different
roads are designed to accommodate different traffic volumes and movements.
Deviations from these standards are only allowed through a formal design exception
process that must be approved by UDOT and FHWA. The analysis to support a design
exception must consider potential safety impacts, costs/benefits, and risks. (UDOT
2011)
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7.0 CONTEXT-SENSITIVE SOLUTIONS
Historically, transportation routes have been designed primarily for the movement of
goods, services, and people through and among communities. However, the design of
these facilities has given little consideration for the conservation of threatened and
endangered species. The approach typically is to achieve transportation goals while
mitigating impacts at the least possible cost. This strategy is simply not appropriate
when considering an east-west transportation corridor north of St. George. Instead,
context-sensitive solutions that give full consideration to resource values and meet both
transportation and ecological needs should be implemented. Successful contextsensitive solutions would fully address site-specific conflicts with demonstrable sitespecific resolution early and throughout the entire project planning process.
Transportation officials recognize that if a new roadway crossing the Reserve and Red
Cliffs NCA is to be considered, the project must contribute to the conservation,
protection, and enhancement of the tortoise. Reserve managers currently face
numerous challenges for effective management of natural resources due to various
constraints (e.g., limited budget). Many identified threats for the tortoise on the Reserve
are directly related to current transportation infrastructure and land access issues. With
appropriate context-sensitive solutions that consider the needs of the tortoise and the
management objectives of the Reserve, a new road through the Reserve could be
considered as a management tool to address many of the existing threats. To address
these threats comprehensively, transportation issues associated with the Reserve must
be reevaluated. This includes identifying opportunities to mitigate existing threats,
developing potential roadway design alternatives that would enhance long-term
management of the Reserve’s tortoise populations and habitat, and determining
appropriate transportation approaches that meet long-term transportation needs.
Involving input by agencies (e.g., USFWS, UDWR, BLM) from the beginning stages of
potential solution identification through implementation is critical for success.
Although this study does not provide a site-specific analysis for an exact roadway
corridor, it does identify that there are various opportunities for roadway design and the
application of engineering techniques that could be used not only to minimize the
impacts of a new roadway corridor but also to address many of the existing management
issues associated with the Reserve. The 2011 tortoise recovery plan calls for
coordinated effort of science-based implementation, tracking, and evaluation of
conservation actions. The lack of certainty regarding the success of various conservation
strategies and techniques can be incorporated into decision-making processes and
research-design opportunities to increase confidence in management actions.
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The following are examples of possible context-sensitive solutions to address specific
threats on the Reserve that can be considered in transportation planning associated with
the Reserve.

7.1

REDUCING DIRECT MORTALITY
Any roadway through the Reserve would need measures in place to avoid or minimize
the potential for tortoises to be killed. Barriers, such as tortoise fencing, placed along the
edge of the right-of-way would be most effective for keeping tortoises off of the road and
out of harm’s way. Signs along the roadway warning motorists about the potential for
tortoise presence on the road would elevate awareness by the general public. An
elevated roadway over important habitat areas would prevent direct impacts of tortoises
being hit by vehicles, in addition to allowing the habitat to remain intact below the bridge.
Collection of tortoises for pets is another source of direct mortality. Providing information
to the public so that people are aware of this issue is vital to reducing this threat. An
increased presence on the Reserve by law enforcement officials could further reduce
this threat.

7.2

REGULATING CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Threats associated with construction activities are mostly short-term (aside from the
direct loss of habitat), and there are a number of industry standard best management
practices that can be employed to minimize the potential impacts.
Studies could be implemented ahead of construction schedules to obtain results prior to
construction to inform key decisions. Such studies would support the direction of the
recovery plan by setting up long-term effectiveness monitoring of management actions
and mitigation techniques.
Preconstruction surveys of a project site would remove all tortoises prior to the onset of
construction activities. These tortoises could be moved to a nearby location within their
established home ranges while the project area is fenced to preclude direct mortality of
these animals. Vibration associated with construction equipment could also disturb
tortoises present on the landscape near the construction site, especially those in soft
soils. Burrows constructed near the project area could collapse if the vibrations are
strong enough, which makes it vital to conduct preconstruction surveys for tortoises
beyond the immediate project footprint.
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Disturbance could be minimized by reducing the construction footprint (e.g., off-site
material stockpiling and staging as well as use of the road corridor itself for access to the
site instead of creating separate access roads).
Temporary fencing around the construction site that is monitored daily can minimize the
potential for tortoises to wander into the construction site. Use of waterless dust control
measures (e.g., copolymer soil stabilizers like Soilworks®, Soiltac®, Gorilla-Snot®, or
Durasoil®) can reduce the potential for tortoise to be attracted to the construction site to
get water. A 15 mile per hour speed limit during construction allows equipment operators
to see tortoises that have wandered onto roadways and would provide time to avoid
collisions.
Shelter sites are an important component of tortoise habitat. Disturbance associated with
construction activities could cause tortoises to abandon burrows and shelter sites in the
area immediately surrounding the construction site, at least temporarily. Even though
tortoises have been removed, shelters could be destroyed during construction. Due to
the importance of shelter sites, consideration of the number and distribution of shelter
sites could be a factor in selecting a roadway corridor.
Once construction activities begin, having a biological monitor onsite provides further
insurance that impacts are minimized to the extent possible. The biological monitor
would survey the site prior to construction starting each day as well as monitoring the
site all times during active construction. In addition, the biological monitor could educate
the construction crew regarding the tortoise life history, potential impacts that
construction can have on the tortoise, and all other applicable regulations.

7.3

MITIGATING HABITAT FRAGMENTATION
The issue of habitat fragmentation in a small reserve needs to be addressed. There are
a number of existing features that currently fragment the Reserve, including the natural
topography and existing fenced roads. Cottonwood Road effectively divides the core of
the Reserve in half and provides no crossing opportunities. Consideration should be
given to one or more of the following:


Eliminate Cottonwood Road (remove the fence) and provide access to facilities
serviced by Cottonwood Road through a new road corridor that serves eastwest traffic demand and allows for the passage of tortoises. An additional road
to the north may also be needed to access private property, but it may be
possible that this road could avoid tortoise habitat.
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Incorporate Cottonwood Road into a new transportation facility that better
serves the transportation demand and provides crossings that allow safe
passage of tortoises.



Consolidate utility corridors and access roads, limiting the amount of
fragmentation.



Design a new facility using engineering options, such as bridging and
tunneling, which could reduce fragmentation and preserve key habitat features.

A road would need to be designed to allow passage of the tortoise. After an alignment is
identified, monitoring over a period of years could help decision makers understand
tortoise behavior in the area so the road could allow passage in appropriate locations.
This could involve everything from installation of culverts to elevating or depressing
segments of the road to allow unimpeded access. The crossings would need to be
designed with appropriate lighting (natural, where possible, to avoid outages that could
occur with artificial lighting) so that tortoises would not be discouraged from entering the
structures. Long bridges can be constructed in areas of especially important habitat to
provide uninhibited opportunities for tortoises to cross.
By considering these issues early, there is time to undertake studies and possibly
experiments (e.g., building temporary structures to simulate a road) so that appropriate
wildlife crossings can be designed and implemented.

7.4

REDUCING HABITAT LOSS
To reduce habitat loss due to a new transportation facility, the road may be designed
with minimum shoulder width requirements and median barrier, which would restrict the
construction footprint. Additionally use of walls can minimize cut and fill requirements. A
new facility may be designed to avoid or minimize loss of key tortoise habitat, and
engineering options may include bridging and tunneling to preserve key habitat features.
Currently on the Reserve, there are old abandoned roadways that are not designated
trails for recreational use. Because there is a lack of signage on the Reserve to inform
recreationists that these old roadbeds should not be used by hikers and off-road
vehicles, these old roads are continual used. Restoration of these abandoned roadways
to a more natural condition could replace acres of habitat lost to a new transportation
facility. In addition, Cottonwood Road could be eliminated and restored if a new road
north of the tortoise habitat is constructed to access private land. Where restoration
activities occur, forage plant availability could be enhanced to improve the quality of the
habitat for tortoises.
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Compensatory mitigation could also be used for lost habitat whereby additional land
could be purchased and protected. There are existing tortoise populations on BLM lands
outside the Reserve in the Upper Virgin River RU. Habitat could be improved and
maintained in these areas to allow for the survival of tortoises in the Upper Virgin River
RU. These satellite populations could become very important if there is a marked
population decline as a result of a large fire or disease. The satellite populations could
help to ensure survival of the Upper Virgin River RU. Currently, more than 5,000 acres of
occupied tortoise habitat is located on federal land outside of the Reserve that is
presently not being managed for tortoise. It is likely even more habitat could be identified
with additional study. Managing these lands could enhance their ability to support
tortoise populations.

7.5

MANAGING A SMALL RESERVE SIZE
Because of the small size of the Reserve, intensive management is necessary to
maintain a viable tortoise population. Bringing in water to guzzlers/impressions for
tortoises to drink from during drought years can help reduce losses.
A Head Start Program (tortoise hatchery) could also be implemented on an experimental
basis, where juvenile tortoises are raised in sheltered environments to protect them from
predators. Young tortoises are the most susceptible to predation, so limiting this threat
increases the number of juveniles that can be recruited into the population as adults,
which thereby bolsters the population.
Additionally, consideration could be given to establishing a satellite reserve to minimize
the potential for localized extinction or catastrophic population decline due to disease or
wildfire. A satellite population could be established and managed on federal land outside
of the Reserve to support a larger tortoise population.

7.6

LIMITING DISTURBANCE
The amount of disturbance to tortoises on the Reserve can be reduced by minimizing
the footprint (length and width) of any transportation corridor. In addition, previously
disturbed areas could be incorporated into a new transportation corridor to minimize
disturbance to tortoises and suitable habitat. There may be opportunities to consolidate
utility corridors and access roads, limiting disturbance in remote parts of the Reserve.
Multiple wildfires on the Reserve have created disturbances to tortoise habitat.
Management actions, such as reseeding with native species, could be implemented to
improve these burned areas.
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7.7

ELIMINATING THE SPREAD OF NON-NATIVE PLANTS
Ground-disturbing activities would implement best management practices to minimize
spread of non-native plants. These practices include reseeding disturbed land with
native species upon completion of ground-disturbing activities, washing equipment prior
to entering the construction site, and removing mud and debris from vehicles before
leaving the site. Utilizing weed barriers and herbicides are potential methods to reduce
the spread of exotic and invasive species. Simply minimizing the project footprint to the
extent possible could also reduce the potential acreage for the introduction of exotic and
invasive species. More experimental approaches could also be used, including targeted
grazing by goats and the use of bio-control agents (e.g., black fingers of death).

7.8

REDUCING THE RISK OF WILDFIRES
Restoration of burned lands by planting seeds of native plant species that are not as
flammable could reduce the risk of additional wildfires. Weed barriers and herbicides can
be used to prevent the spread of cheat grass and other invasive species that increase
fuel loads, thereby reducing the risk of large-scale wildfires on the Reserve. A
comprehensive fire management plan could be prepared that incorporates the
transportation facility as both a fire break and point of access for fire fighters.

7.9

DECREASING THE LIKELIHOOD OF PREDATION
Predation by ravens, while not currently much of a threat on the Reserve, could play
more of a role if regular maintenance of litter and road debris is not performed. Trash
management, such as litter clean-up and regular street-sweeping, could help control
predator subsidies. Another method to reduce predation could include increasing
signage to heighten awareness regarding the effects to tortoise associated with litter and
off-leash dogs. Avoiding structures that could be used as perches by potential tortoise
predators (e.g., overhead lighting, fences) and using alternative types of structures that
are not as attractive to predators could also reduce the threat of predation.

7.10 COUNTERACTING THE SPREAD OF DISEASE
A satellite reserve of one or more tortoise populations could minimize the potential for
localized extinction or catastrophic population decline due to disease. Additional
occupied tortoise habitat is known to be present on federal land outside of the Reserve
that could be managed to support a larger population. Additionally, information could be
made readily available to inform the public about the harm that could be caused by
releasing captive tortoises into the wild population, due to the potential spread of deadly
disease.
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7.11 LIMITING AND CONTROLLING ACCESS TO REMOTE AREAS
A new transportation facility could be designed to allow limited and controlled access to
the Reserve for authorized recreational activities. Pull-offs would only be constructed at
designated trailheads, thereby encouraging recreation on trails designated for such use.
On the other hand, prohibited activities would be discouraged by the lack of access in
unauthorized areas. By eliminating Cottonwood Road, access to various unimproved
roads by off-road recreational vehicles users could be more effectively controlled.
Increased surveillance by the general traffic as well as official police officers could
dissuade unauthorized uses because the fear of getting caught would be greater.
Informational kiosks could be placed at designated roadway pullouts that inform visitors
of the importance of the area, that dogs must remain on leashes, and tortoises are not to
be collected or released.

7.12 SUMMARY OF CONTEXT-SENSITIVE SOLUTIONS
A summary of the management issues associated with roadways and the Reserve,
along with corresponding conceptual context-sensitive solutions, is provided in Table 4.
Table 4.

Context-Sensitive Solutions to Avoid and/or Minimize Transportation-related Threats
Threat

Possible Context-Sensitive Solutions

Direct Mortality

Construct tortoise fencing as a barrier to separate traffic from
tortoises
Reduce roadway speeds during construction
Provide adequate signing
Educate travelers (e.g., no collection)

Construction Activities

Use Construction Best Management Practices
Provide translocation
Provide biological monitors
Apply less intrusive construction methods (e.g., drilled
caissons)

Habitat Fragmentation

Construct wildlife crossings
Install pipe culverts allowing tortoise passage
Install large culverts or bridges allowing tortoise passage
Design elevated or below-grade roadway segments in
key areas allowing tortoise passage and maintaining
habitat continuity
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Threat

Possible Context-Sensitive Solutions
Install lighting for crossings
Consolidate utility corridors
Close other roads (e.g., Cottonwood Road)

Habitat Loss

Reduce length of road and width of shoulders and lanes to
the extent possible while complying with design standards
Apply compensatory mitigation
Replace habitat
Establish satellite reserve
Enhance forage plant availability
Close other roads (e.g., Cottonwood Road)

Small Reserve/Population Size

Provide intensive management of Reserve
Install guzzlers/impressions for water
Implement a head start program (tortoise hatchery)
Establish satellite reserve(s)

Disturbance

Minimize footprint to Red Cliffs NCA
Use walls and other design features to reduce the
length and width of cuts and fills
Utilize recently disturbed areas
Consolidate utility corridors
Manage burn areas

Spread of Exotic and Invasive
Plants

Minimize disruption of soils and vegetation
Utilize targeted grazing (goats)
Use bio-control agents (e.g., black fingers of death)
Apply construction practices to reduce spread (e.g.,
reseeding, washing equipment)
Use weed barriers, herbicides

Increased Risk of Fire

Apply construction practices to reduce risk
Use a weed barriers, herbicides
Provide fire break
Provide accessibility for firefighting; create a
comprehensive fire-fighting plan

Increased Predation

Do not subsidize predator populations
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Threat

Possible Context-Sensitive Solutions
Increase signing to control litter and dogs
Conduct regular street sweeping and trash removal
Minimize fences, overhead lighting, and poles (i.e.,
reduce avian predator perch locations)

Disease

Maintain genetic diversity
Install culverts, crossings for population connectivity
Establish satellite population(s)
Inform public of no release of captive animal policy

Increased Access to Remote
Areas

Install roadside barriers
Implement signing for no off-road access/fencing
Control trailhead only access
Increase surveillance (traffic/police can see unauthorized
uses)
Close other roads (e.g., Cottonwood Road)
Implement a public information campaign

Cumulative Threats

Establish satellite reserve(s)
Endowment money for continued management activities
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
As documented in the preceding sections, there are currently serious transportation
problems occurring within the Reserve that are adversely affecting tortoise. There are
also long-term east-west transportation needs outside of the Reserve in Washington
County. This study concludes that it may be possible to develop a new transportation
project that would aid in improving conditions on the Reserve while meeting
transportation needs. If designed appropriately, this route may further the conservation
objectives of the Reserve and conserve, protect, and enhance important tortoise habitat.
Presently, it is premature to identify a specific corridor or design. Developing proposals
regarding location of a transportation corridor and design of a road should be a
collaborative process that involves consideration of the many natural resource values
and input from all agencies with jurisdiction over resources in the area. These agencies
would include the BLM, USFWS, FHWA, UDOT, UDWR, DMPO, Washington County,
St. George, and Washington City. These agencies could work together through the
regulatory approval processes to make the best decisions for the long-term health of the
natural and human environment. Beginning collaboration well in advance of project
design and continuing through to project completion could help ensure a smooth
process. This approach can help agencies plan for future natural resource management
and transportation needs.
However, it would also be premature to preclude a transportation route without
completing a project-specific, multi-disciplinary NEPA analysis that fully explores
alternatives and impacts to all elements of the environment. Since the 2009 Omnibus
Public Land Management Act requires the BLM to “identify 1 or more alternatives for a
northern transportation route in the County,” it is recommended that as part of the
current RMP amendment process, a provision be included in the RMP similar to that in
the 1999 St. George Field Office RMP for the Southern Transportation Corridor, LD-16,
which states:
BLM will continue to work with project sponsors to further identify and analyze a
suitable route for the Southern Transportation Corridor from Hilldale along the
Arizona border to I-15. The route includes a bypass spur that branches off at the
base of the Hurricane Cliffs along the existing road and connects with State
Route 9. These actions will be considered within the scope of this Plan. BLM will
also work with project sponsors to identify and analyze a suitable alignment for
an extension of the route from I-15 to Old U.S. Highway 91 between Santa Clara
and Ivins. The extension will be analyzed and evaluated for conformance with
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this Plan when a feasibility study is completed and a project proposal is
submitted (BLM 1999).
It may be appropriate to add the stipulation that the road must further the purposes for
which the Reserve and Red Cliffs NCA were designated (i.e., to “conserve, protect, and
enhance for the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations the ecological,
scenic, wildlife, recreational, cultural, historical, natural, educational, and scientific
resources of the National Conservation Area; and to protect each species that is located
in the National Conservation Area; and listed as a threatened or endangered species
[Omnibus Public Land Management Act 2009]”).
Furthermore, a number of tools and processes can help agencies collaboratively plan for
future natural resource and transportation needs in the region. Some recommended
short-term and long-term tools are described further below.

8.1

ESTABLISH A MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Agencies with jurisdiction over resources in and around the Red Cliffs NCA must be
active participants in any planning process. A MOA can be developed to provide a
written understanding of responsibilities and expectations. The MOA would involve the
same resource agencies and local agencies listed above, including the USFWS, UDWR,
BLM, St. George, Washington City, Washington County, UDOT, and DMPO. The MOA
would be a binding agreement that establishes the commitment to cooperatively work
together to develop and evaluate a northern transportation corridor that meets the
conservation objectives of the Red Cliffs NCA.

8.2

IMPLEMENT AN INTERAGENCY ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY
TEAM
Resource managers with USFWS, UDWR, and BLM need to be active participants in the
planning process since these agencies have institutional knowledge of the Reserve and
jurisdiction over resources within the Reserve. This involvement can be accomplished by
implementing an Interagency Environmental Technical Advisory Team. This Team would
be established through the MOA described above. The Team would meet at set intervals
to evaluate and discuss the project. This Team could also provide valuable input on a
project’s Purpose and Need, alternatives, and mitigation considerations. The
Interagency Environmental Technical Advisory Team would have access to scientists
and other resource specialists that could provide information on key decisions. This
Team would continue to meet as various project development studies are undertaken.
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8.3

ENGAGE A CONFLICT RESOLUTION SPECIALIST
As described throughout this study, a number of resource and local agencies with
jurisdiction in the study area have competing interests that will affect project planning
and development decisions. As such, invariably competing priorities of need, resource
impacts, mitigation, and desired outcomes will come into play. Conflict left to its own
devices will not go away. It has to be addressed, managed, disputed, and ultimately
resolved. Employing a conflict resolution specialist that is a qualified neutral facilitator
with training in the application and use of alternative dispute resolution during project
development can save time and money. Managing conflict, using alternative dispute
resolution skills, or drawing upon third-party neutrals to keep the process on track may
reduce unnecessary delays and arrive at better decisions. This specialist can help
establish protocols, ground rules, and dispute resolution procedures. (FHWA 2006)

8.4

PREPARE A PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL LINKAGE STUDY UTILIZING
THE ECO-LOGICAL APPROACH
FHWA recently introduced Planning and Environmental Linkage studies. These are
planning studies conducted at the corridor or subarea level when there are limited
resources and when a planning-level study can better define the purpose and need for a
transportation improvement. A planning study can also be useful to help define problems
or identify potential solutions to carry forward into the NEPA and project development
process.
A Planning and Environmental Linkage Study is advised if the project is complex. For
example, this type of study is recommended if the project is regionally significant, has
environmental constraints, is costly or controversial, or has the potential for many
alternatives that could be indistinct and confusing. FHWA guidance encourages
resource and regulatory agencies to be active participants in the Planning and
Environmental Linkage Study. Since an east-west transportation corridor is a long-term
need with no identified funding and since there are many resource issues to work
through, a Planning and Environmental Linkage Study is advised as an interim step
before a NEPA study is undertaken. (FHWA 2011)
As previously discussed, the traditional approach to project development that focuses on
implementing the most effective transportation project followed by mitigating the adverse
environmental effects is not well suited for this type of setting. Rather, an Eco-Logical:
An Ecosystem Approach to Developing Infrastructure Projects, which was developed by
FHWA, BLM, USFWS, and a number of other agencies, may be better suited for this
type of context. This Eco-Logical approach provides a process that can help agencies
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and stakeholders to develop a context-sensitive design that considers not just the direct
and indirect impacts of a project, but the long-term health of the eco-system where the
project is located.
The Eco-Logical approach encourages agencies and stakeholders to integrate plans
across agency boundaries and endorses ecosystem-based mitigation, an innovative
method of mitigating infrastructure impacts that cannot be avoided. The following goals
drive the Eco-Logical approach.


Conservation: Protection of larger scale, multi-resource ecosystems (like the
Reserve)



Connectivity: Reduced habitat fragmentation (through alignment decisions,
elimination of existing barriers, and/or effective wildlife crossings)



Predictability: Knowledge that commitments made by all agencies will be
honored (i.e., the planning and conservation agreements results and outcomes
will occur as negotiated)



Transparency: Better public and stakeholder involvement at all key stages in
order to establish credibility, build trust, and streamline infrastructure planning
and development

An ecosystem approach is a process for the comprehensive management of land, water,
and biotic and abiotic resources that equitably promotes conservation and sustainable
use. The approach shifts the federal government’s transitional focus from individual
agency jurisdiction to the actions of multiple agencies within larger ecosystems. It finds
ways to increase voluntary collaboration with State, tribal, and local governments, and to
involve other landowners, stakeholders, interested organizations, and the public (FHWA
2006). An Eco-Logical approach recognizes open public and stakeholder involvement as
the cornerstone for cooperative conservation. Using this Eco-Logical guidance,
infrastructure improvements can be advanced in productive harmony with the restoration
of fragmented habitats, reduction of wildlife mortality, and other cooperative conservation
goals. (FHWA 2006)
The Eco-Logical approach starts well in advance of project design and continues after it
is implemented. It looks beyond the corridor and extends to the regional eco-system. No
single agency can effectively implement an ecosystem approach to infrastructure
development. Cooperation is necessary to view ecosystems from a range of
perspectives and to address a region’s highest-priority ecological needs. The Eco-logical
approach employs ecosystem-based mitigation, which is the process of restoring,
creating, enhancing, and preserving habitat and other ecosystem features in conjunction
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with or in advance of projects in areas where environmental needs and the potential
environmental contributions have been determined to be the greatest. Ecosystem based
mitigation extends existing compensatory mitigation options by offering a way to
evaluate alternatives for off-site mitigation and/or out-of-kind mitigation in the
ecologically most important areas defined by interagency partners and the public.
Integrating this new concept with lessons learned from previous experience can allow
agencies to capitalize on opportunities for substantial habitat connectivity and wildlife
conservation while developing needed infrastructure. (FHWA 2006)
Using this approach, the conversation can shift from one transportation project to a
holistic discussion of Reserve issues, including long-term management of utilities,
management of fire and invasive species, management of recreation impacts,
maintaining and restoring habitat quality, and methods to reduce fragmentation,

8.5

PREPARE A PROJECT-SPECIFIC NEPA ANALYSIS
As discussed, the NEPA process is intended to help public officials make decisions that
are based on a clear understanding of environmental consequences. All of the
recommendations in this section provide information that can inform the NEPA process
and assist in developing a project that meets the conservation objectives of the Reserve.
The NEPA study would involve all of the Interagency Environmental Technical Advisory
Team agencies and build on the Purpose and Need and alternatives considerations from
the Planning and Environmental Linkage Study. The NEPA study would consider
impacts to all elements of the environment, including ecological, scenic, wildlife,
recreational, cultural, historical, natural, educational, and scientific resources that the
Red Cliffs NCA was established to protect. It is through this project-specific NEPA
process that a route would ultimately be approved or denied. This approach gives all of
the agencies time to address data gaps and uncertainties without prematurely precluding
transportation options.

8.6

IMPLEMENT AN ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT APPROACH AND MEASURE
PERFORMANCE
Consistent with recommendations in the Revised Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan, project
implementation would need to be built on principles of long-term adaptive management
that is guided by a team of resource professionals. An adaptive management approach
allows for the use of information gained while implementing project elements to revise
and improve mitigation and management actions on a regular basis.
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8.7

BUILD SUPPORT FOR THE RESERVE AND THE RED CLIFFS NCA
Residents, business leaders, environmental activists, and politicians in the St. George
area are deeply divided over the Reserve and the Red Cliffs NCA. There is some ill
feeling region-wide about the establishment of the Reserve and the limitations that are
placed on public use of the land. For some in the community, the Reserve is not viewed
as a valuable community resource.
As stakeholders come together to work through complex conservation and transportation
issues, a spirit of cooperation could go far toward achieving mutual benefits, albeit with
varying goals. Management objectives within the Reserve and the Red Cliffs NCA can
become more attainable for Washington County and BLM if provided the full support of
surrounding communities. If stakeholders successfully build a partnership, this
relationship should be celebrated and communicated to the public to help build a broad
base of support for this important community resource. Dissemination of important
information regarding lawful and unlawful uses of the Reserve (possibly through
employing a Public Relations Specialist) to residents in the surrounding communities
could help allay ongoing misconceptions about limitations associated with the Reserve.
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9.0 CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was not to evaluate a specific corridor, but rather to review the
current status of the tortoise on the Reserve in relation to various transportation issues
(both current and anticipated), as well to provide an overview of strategies and
techniques employed by other projects to address similar issues. Based on a review of
current conditions on the Reserve and a review of typical approaches used by USFWS
to address project-related impacts, it may be possible to develop a new transportation
corridor that would improve conditions on the Reserve while concurrently relieving traffic
congestion caused by the lack of east-west transportation infrastructure north of St.
George. This study illustrates that a comprehensive approach to roadway design and
associated management can ameliorate many existing threats, contribute to improving
conditions, and provide further management options for the tortoise on the Reserve.
However, this study is simply the first step in the process of addressing transportationrelated issues on the Reserve.
Overall, this study demonstrates the commitment of UDOT, DMPO, and local
governments to advance conservation efforts for the tortoise on the Reserve and the
Red Cliffs NCA. This includes the recognition that any considerations for a roadway
would first address management of the tortoise and must ultimately result in a net benefit
to long-term tortoise conservation. From this, there are various opportunities to address
the transportation needs of the area while concurrently supporting conservation in order
to reach an overall positive result.
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Appendix A:
Review of Biological Opinions

Appendix A

Table A-1.

Statistics of Reviewed Biological Opinions

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the Yuma
Field Office Resource
Management Plan

29-Jan-09

Biological Opinion for the
Colorado River Management
Plan

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern Colorado

0

0*

5

0

20

3-Jan-06

Eastern Colorado

0

0*

0

0

119

Formal Section 7 Consultation
on the proposed North Baja
Pipeline Expansion Project;

20-Apr-07

Eastern Colorado

358

1,497

2

18

28

Sect.ion 7 Biological Opinion on
the Genesis Solar Energy
Project

2-Nov-10

Eastern Colorado

0

2,000

Unspecified

Unspecified

44

Section 7 Biological Opinion on
the Palen Solar Power Project

2-Jun-11

Eastern Colorado

225

4,420

18

0

20

Biological Opinion on the Desert
Sunlight Solar Power Project

6-Jul-11

Eastern Colorado

233

4,176

60

0

57

Section 7 Biological Opinion on
the Blythe Solar Power Project

8-Oct-10

Eastern Colorado

0

6,958

30

0

20

Appendix A-1

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Section 7 Biological and
Conference Opinion on the
Devers to Palo Verde #2

11-Jan-11

Biological Opinion for the
Southern California Gas
Pipeline No. 5000

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern Colorado

0

596

12

0

49

26-Mar-90

Eastern Colorado

0

247

3

0

139

Biological Opinion for Mesa
Wind Facility Right-of Way
Grant

28-Sep-90

Eastern Colorado

0

2.7

2

0

40

Biological Opinion for the Eagle
Mountain Landfill

8-Sep-92

Eastern Colorado

0

150

1

0

30

Biological Opinion for the
Construction and Operation of
an Elementary School in the
Town of Yucca Valley

2-Nov-93

Eastern Colorado

0

16

1

5

38

Biological Opinion on
Established and Continued Use
of an Off-Road Vehicle Area at
the Air Force Flight Center in
Kern

27-Mar-96

Eastern Colorado

0

8,265

10

0

30

Appendix A-2

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for
Development and Operation of
Eight Borrow Pits throughout the
Air Force Flight Test Center in
Kern

23-Sep-96

Biological Opinion for Proposed
Installation of Potable Water
Transmission Pipeline near
Surprise Spring at the Marine
Corps Air Combat Center

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern Colorado

0

99.9

1

0

17

13-Jan-97

Eastern Colorado

0

37

8

31

19

Biological Opinion for the
Improvements to the
Expeditionary Support Base and
Expeditionary Airfield, Marine
Corps Air Ground Combat
Center, Twentynine Palms

24-Feb-98

Eastern Colorado

0

1,171

2

0

22

Biological/Conference Opinion
on Level 3 Long Haul Fiber
Optic Network

18-Sep-00

Eastern Colorado

0

58.2

0

2

18

Biological Opinion on McCoy
Wash Flood Control Project

8-May-01

Eastern Colorado

0

382.9

1

3

16

Appendix A-3

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Re-initiation of formal
consultation on Mesquite Mine

10-Aug-01

Biological Opinion on the
Proposed Blythe Power Project

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern Colorado

0

4,348

1

37

15

31-Jan-01

Eastern Colorado

0

77.25

1

2

19

Biological Opinion on the
proposed Crawford Associates
and Gravel Mine

9-Mar-01

Eastern Colorado

0

53

1

Unspecified

14

Biological Opinion for the
Continued Operations of Gold
Fields

26-Mar-92

Eastern Colorado

0

660

1

37

21

Lake Mead National Recreation
Area Lake Management Plan

7-Oct-02

Eastern Mojave

0

5

9

0

30

Formal section 7 Consultation
for the Issuance of a Right-ofway Permit for the Southwest
Intertie Project

12-May-93

Eastern Mojave

0

397.9

5

90

21

Biological Opinion for the
Interconnect Towers
Communication Sites

7-Jan-00

Eastern Mojave

13.81

13.81

Unspecified

Unspecified

17

Appendix A-4

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Development of Water Wells for
Whiskey Pete's Casino

4-Oct-90

Biological Opinion for the
Backcountry Highway Program

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern Mojave

0

15.6

3

6

15

29-Jan-92

Eastern Mojave

0

8

4

4

14

Biological Opinion for the
Leasing of Oil and Gas Minerals
at Three sites at Ivanpah Valley

2-Dec-92

Eastern Mojave

0

No Loss

1

0

6

Biological Opinion for the
General Management Plan for
the Mojave National Preserve

6-Jul-01

Eastern Mojave

0*

0*

Unspecified

Unspecified

55

Biological Opinion for the
Southbound Truck-descending
Lane and Roadway
Rehabilitation and Widening of
Interstate 15 between Baker
and Mountain Pass

11-Dec-01

Eastern Mojave

0

30.6

Unspecified

Unspecified

15

Appendix A-5

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for
Groundwater Monitoring Wells
and Access Routes, Molycorp,
Mountain Pass

24-Oct-03

Biological Opinion for Proposed
Removal of Hazardous
Materials at Molycorp's
Mountain Pass Mine and
Ivanpah Dry Lake

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern Mojave

5.6

5.6

1

3

21

1-May-97

Eastern Mojave

0

35

1

All during
relocation

14

Biological Opinion for L.A.
Cellular Projects

9-Feb-99

Eastern Mojave

0

1.426

1

All during
relocation

12

Biological Opinion for Cox
Communications

3-Feb-99

Eastern Mojave

0.25

0.25

1

All during
relocation

11

Biological Opinion for Proposed
Additional Groundwater
Monitoring Wells and Access
Routes (Phase II), Proposed by
Molycorp, Incorporated, Ivanpah
Playa

15-Jun-99

Eastern Mojave

0

15.6

1

0

13

Formal Consultation for the
Eldorado-Ivanpah Power
Transmission Project

29-Apr-11

Eastern Mojave

95.6

365.3

2

28

38

Appendix A-6

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Designation of Routes of Travel
in the Northern and Eastern
Mojave Desert

7-Jun-04

Formal and Informal
Consultation under Section 7 of
the Endangered Species Act for
the Amargosa Farm Road Solar
Energy Project

Programmatic Biological
Opinion for Construction and
Operation of One Quarry and
Operation of Eight Existing
Quarries along the Lower
Colorado River from Near Davis
Dam to near Cibola Lake,
Arizona/Colorado.

Biological Opinion for
Maintenance Activities on the
Pacific Gas and Electric
Company Gas Pipeline System
in the California Desert

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern Mojave

0

0.982

5

0

20

1-Nov-10

Eastern Mojave

0

4,350

1

4

44

11-Apr-97

Eastern Mojave,
Northern
Colorado, Eastern
Colorado

0

10

2

0

30

7-Jan-00

Eastern Mojave,
Northern
Colorado, Western
Mojave

0

2 acres per year

Unspecified

Unspecified

20

Appendix A-7

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Southwest Intertie Project
(SWIP) Within the Range of the
Desert Tortoise

20-Dec-07

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Mead/McCulloughVictorville/Adelanto
Transmission Line

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Eastern
Mojave/Northern
Colorado

365

596

2

45

43

22-Feb-91

Eastern
Mojave/Western
Mojave

0

1,100

10

100

16

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Coyote Springs
Investment Development in
Clark County, Nevada

2-Mar-06

Northeastern
Mojave

6,881

13,100.00

645

Unspecified

101

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Arvada Land Sale

22-May-08

Northeastern
Mojave

0

78.85

35

0

20

Biological Opinion for the
Arizona Strip Resource
Management Plan

7-Nov-07

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0*

48

10

119

Biological Opinion for the
Navajo Transmission Project

2-Mar-07

Northeastern
Mojave

0

115.9

2

89

44

Biological Opinion for Fire
Rehabilitation Plans in the
Pakoon Basin

12-Oct-06

Northeastern
Mojave

57

57

0

3

20

Appendix A-8

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion on the Effects
of the Lake Havasu Field Office
(LHFO) Proposed Resource
Management Plan

15-Jun-06

Biological Opinion for Fire
Rehabilitation Plans in Mojave
Desert Tortoise Habitat

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0*

0

0

57

28-Apr-06

Northeastern
Mojave

675

675

1

5

20

Biological Opinion for Mohave
County R&PP
Lease/Conveyance Public
Works Maintenance Facility,
near Beaver Dam, Mohave
County, Arizona.

21-Oct-96

Northeastern
Mojave

0

15

1

3

17

Biological Opinion for the
expansion of the Pakoon
Airstrip, Mohave County,
Arizona.

18-Jun-96

Northeastern
Mojave

14.17

14.17

3

4

19

Appendix A-9

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for
Emergency Fire Suppression in
the Pakoon Basin and
Programmic Fire Suppression
During 1996 on the Arizona
Strip District, Bureau of Land
Management.

6-Mar-96

Biological Opinion for the 12.47
Kilovolt Dixie-Escalante
Transmission Line Near Scenic ,
Arizona

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0*

10

13

22

26-Jan-96

Northeastern
Mojave

0

1

1

4

18

Biological Opinion for the
Littlefield School District
Recreation and Public Purposes
Lease and Patent

26-May-95

Northeastern
Mojave

0

40

9

7

16

Biological Opinion for the Rio
Virgin Fiber Optic Cable Project

7-Feb-95

Northeastern
Mojave

0

8

1

6

15

Biological Opinion for the
Beaver Dam Access Project

20-Dec-94

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0

1

10

19

Appendix A-10

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the DixieEscalante Rural Electric
Cooperative Powerline

9-Mar-94

Amendment to Biological
Opinion for the Mead-Phoenix
Transmission Line Project

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0.5

1

5

14

14-Oct-93

Northeastern
Mojave

4.6

47.6

2

10

21

Biological Opinion for the
Colorado Bridge Crossing Hoover Dam Project

2-Feb-93

Northeastern
Mojave

0

80

5

0

11

Biological Opinion for the Rio
Virgin Telephone Right-of-Way

27-Dec-91

Northeastern
Mojave

0

1.45

0

0

10

Biological Opinion for the
Jacobson Access Road

29-Aug-91

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0.6

Unspecified

2

11

Biological Opinion for to a Rightof-Way for the Arizona
Department of Transportation
near Beaver Dam.

6-May-91

Northeastern
Mojave

0

10.8

1

4

16

Lease Extension for the Beaver
Dam/Littlefield Landfill Biological Opinion

22-Jan-91

Northeastern
Mojave

0

3

1

Unspecified

13

Appendix A-11

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the MeadPhoenix Transmission Line
Project

26-Dec-90

Mohave County Road Right-ofWay - Biological Opinion

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

24

3

0

22

14-Dec-90

Northeastern
Mojave

0

3.22

1

0

15

Bighole Fence in the Pakoon
Allotment - Biological Opinion

23-Oct-90

Northeastern
Mojave

0

33,968

1

1

17

Biological Opinion for the Strip
Resource Management Plan

15-May-90

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0*

0

0

10

Biological Opinion for the
Mesquite, Nevada Airport

23-Feb-90

Northeastern
Mojave

0

556

0

0

7

Programmatic Biological
Opinion for Implementation of
Actions Proposed in the Sloan
Canyon National Conservation
Area Resource Management
Plan, Clark Sloan Canyon
National Conservation Area
Resource Management Plan,
Clark

20-Apr-06

Northeastern
Mojave

0

193.2

2

3

56

Appendix A-12

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion on
BrightSource Energy's Ivanpah
Solar Electric Generating
System Project

10-Jun-11

Formal Consultation for the
Silver State Solar Project

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

3,444

43

289

94

16-Sep-10

Northeastern
Mojave

0

7,925

3

123

63

Biological Opinion on
DesertXpress High-Speed Train
Project

26-Apr-11

Northeastern
Mojave

1,853.24

7,498.24

Unspecified

85

60

Proposed lease and patent of
40 square acres of land near
Littlefield, Arizona to the
Littlefield School District for
subsequent development of a K12 school and community
center.

26-May-95

Northeastern
Mojave

0

40

1

7

16

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Arizona Strip District
Grazing Program on Mojave
Desert Tortoise Habitat

21-Feb-92

Northeastern
Mojave

0

0*

11

0

21

Appendix A-13

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for Systems
Conveyance and Operations
Program for the Discharge of
Municiple Wastewater into Lake
Mead

12-Jun-07

Final Programmatic Biological
Opinion for Implementation of
Proposed Actions Within Desert
Tortoise Habitat Administered
by the Tonopah Field Station

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

110

1

3

72

14-Mar-03

Northeastern
Mojave

0

14,000

50

0

73

Biological Opinion for the Nipton
Illegal Disposal Use Area Cleanup

31-Jan-00

Northeastern
Mojave

0

Gain of 70

Unspecified

Unspecified

17

Biological Opinion for Sempra
Energy’s Eldorado Valley
Extension Project

14-Jul-05

Northeastern
Mojave

0

338.9

2

100

41

Formal Consultation on the
Proposed Alamo Road Repairs,
Desert National Wildlife Refuge

24-Aug-06

Northeastern
Mojave

0

7.5 Miles

1

All in project
area

29

Appendix A-14

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Tiered Biological Opinion for
Construction of a Water Pipeline
on the Moapa River Indian
Reservation

6-Aug-07

Biological Opinion, Informal
Consultation, and Technical
Assistance for Proposed
Rehabilitation of Northshore
Road, and Echo Bay and
Overton Beach Spur Roads,
Lake Mead National Recreation
Area (NRA)

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

17.57

1

10

31

5-Jul-06

Northeastern
Mojave

0

36

1

5

34

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Widening of
Approximately 23 Miles of State
Route (SR) 160 from Mountain
Springs

6-Jul-06

Northeastern
Mojave

0

538

1

5

30

Biological Opinion for the Echo
Bay Transmission Line
Upgrade, Lake Mead National
Recreation Area

24-Jan-07

Northeastern
Mojave

0

25

1

4

31

Appendix A-15

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Stirling Mountain to Northwest
Transmission Line Project

27-Jun-07

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Barcelona 180-Acre
Development in Mesquite

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave

0

148.06

1

37

34

18-Sep-07

Northeastern
Mojave

0

96.5

All in project
area

All in project
area

26

Request for Formal and Informal
Consultation on Reconductoring
Electrical Transmission Lines
between the Mead and Davis
Substations

19-Oct-07

Northeastern
Mojave

0

61 Miles

1

10

38

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Dixie-Escalante Rural
Electric Association SunRiver to
Beaver Dam Transmission Line

21-May-09

Northeastern
Mojave

9.03

39.96

3

8

38

Biological and Conference
Opinion on the Lower Colorado
River Multi-Species
Conservation Program, Arizona,
California, and Nevada

4-Mar-05

Northeastern
Mojave, Eastern
Mojave

0

192

Unspecified

Unspecified

139

Appendix A-16

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Programmatic Biological
Opinion for Quarry Operations,
Lower Colorado River, Arizona
and California

12-Jun-07

Biological Opinion for the Lake
Mead National Recreation Area
Fire Management Plan

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northeastern
Mojave, Eastern
Mojave

0

65

Unspecified

Unspecified

28

22-Sep-04

Northeastern
Mojave, Eastern
Mojave

0*

0*

1

5

40

Biological Opinion for the Draft
Parker Strip Recreation Area
Management Plan

4-Dec-92

Northern Colorado

0

1,450

40

190

13

Biological Opinion for the
Maintenance of an Underground
Gas Transmission Pipeline in
the Eastern Mojave Desert

23-Dec-92

Northern Colorado

0

5.3

2

4

14

Biological Opinion for Proposed
Exploratory Drilling Activities

2-Aug-91

Northern Colorado

0

6.7

1

5

10

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Old Woman Mountain
Communications Site

7-Apr-92

Northern Colorado

0

0.333

1

2

11

Appendix A-17

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Expansion of the
Molycorp Mine Rock Waste Pile

1-Jul-92

Biological Opinion for the
Maintenance of an Underground
Gas Transmission Pipeline in
the Eastern Mojave Desert

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northern Colorado

0

28.5

1

4

10

28-Apr-93

Northern Colorado

0

0.7

1

0

10

Biological Opinion for Ongoing
Maintenance Activities on Four
Corners Pipeline Company's
Crude Oil Pipeline

11-Jan-95

Northern Colorado

0

9.25

2

Unspecified

35

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal
Facility

31-Aug-95

Northern Colorado

0

90

11

All in project
area

36

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Castle Mountain Mine
Expansion

20-Feb-98

Northern Colorado

0

335

2

All in project
area

14

Appendix A-18

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation for Clean-up and
Remediation Activities at
Molycorp Hazardous Material
Removal

14-Oct-97

Biological Opinion for the Air
Force’s Proposed Operations
and Maintenance of the Ground
Wave Emergency Network site
near Essex

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northern Colorado

0

35

7

All in project
area

11

3-Feb-99

Northern Colorado

0

11.1

1

0

8

Biological Opinion on the
Southern California Gas
Company’s North-South
Interconnect Project

6-Jan-10

Northern Colorado

15.5

15.5

Unspecified

0

29

Biological/Conference Opinion
for Questar's Southern Trails
Pipeline

22-Sep-00

Northern Colorado

0

55

3

20

61

Biological Opinion for Yuma
District Resource Management
Plan and Amendments

26-Mar-98

Northern
Colorado, Eastern
Colorado

0

0*

50

0

38

Appendix A-19

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

4-Mar-94

Northern
Colorado, Western
Mojave, Eastern
Mojave

0

118

54

10

29

20-Apr-94

Northern
Colorado, Western
Mojave, Eastern
Mojave,
Northeastern
Mojave, Upper
Virgin River

0

0*

0

0

65

Biological Opinion for the Interm
Livestock Grazing Program
Proposed by the Bureau of Land
Management and National Park
Service in Mojave Desert
Tortoise Critical Habitat

25-Mar-97

Northern
Colorado, Western
Mojave, Eastern
Mojave,
Northeastern
Mojave, Upper
Virgin River

0

0*

0

0

20

Amendment to the Biological
Opinion for the Blythe Energy
Project

22-Nov-05

Northern/Eastern
Colorado

135

154.7

0

0

2

Biological Opinion for Cattle
Grazing on 25 Allotments in the
Mojave Desert

Biological Opinion for the
Bureau of Land Management 's
Interm Livestock Grazing
Program in Desert Tortoise
Critical Habitat

Appendix A-20

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for Four
Motorcycle Racing Association
of Nevada Events

1-Jun-11

Biological Opinion on U.S.
marine Corp, Desert Scimitar 02
Exercise

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Northern Colorado

0

24,637

0

0

23

16-Apr-02

Northern and
Eastern Colorado

0

251.6

1

2

22

Biological Opinion for the Red
Hills Parkway Widening Project

22-Sep-09

Upper Virgin River

5.65

6.2

1

34

25

Intra-Service Section 7
Consultation for Issuance of
Endangered Species Act;
Permit for Incidental Take

22-Feb-96

Upper Virgin River

0

43,546

1,169

0

23

St. George City Installation of
Replacement Transmission Line

22-Jun-07

Upper Virgin River

0

15.5

5

0

29

Biological Opinion for the
Amendment to the Section 6
Grant Agreement

7-Dec-07

Upper Virgin River

0

1.53

2

0

28

Expansion of the St. George
Switchyard Substation and
Construction of New
Transmission Line

6-Jan-05

Upper Virgin River

0

29.44

6

0

27

Appendix A-21

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Amendment to the September
20, 2002 Biological Opinion
Section 7 Consultation for the
Southern Corridor Project

19-Jan-05

Biological Opinion Green Spring
Housing Development

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Upper Virgin River

0

Unspecified

2

0

37

19-Jan-94

Upper Virgin River

0

107**

2**

6**

42

Biological Opinion on Tessera
Solar's Calico Solar Power
Generating Facility

15-Oct-10

Western Mojave

0

4,613

37

163

69

Formal Section 7 Consultation
on the Tehachapi Renewable
Transmission Project

31-Jul-10

Western Mojave

0

114

7

Unspecified

64

Biological Opinion on the
Joshua Basin Water District,
Water Recharge Basin and
Pipeline

4-Feb-11

Western Mojave

0

60.7

8

0

35

Biological Opinion for the
Lucerne Valley Chevron Solar
Project

10-Jun-10

Western Mojave

0

516

10

28

40

Appendix A-22

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for
Translocation of Desret
Tortoises from Southern
Expansion Area of Fort Irwin to
Occupied Habitat

29-Dec-06

Biological Opinion on Mojave
Solar, LLC's Mojave Solar
Project

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

734.3

734.3

Unspecified

Unspecified

37

17-Mar-11

Western Mojave

11.51

463.36

4

542

68

Intra-Service Biological Opinion
for the Issuance of an Incidental
Take Permit for the Desert
Tortoise at the Joshua Tree Rec
Campground

20-Oct-06

Western Mojave

0

13.8

4

31

28

Biological Opinion for the
California Desert Conservation
Area Plan

9-Jan-06

Western Mojave

0

48,407

Unspecified

Unspecified

179

Biological Opinion for Routine
Highway Maintenance

28-Sep-94

Western Mojave

0

1

36

Unspecified

18

Biological Opinion for Routine
Highway Maintenance

4-Aug-95

Western Mojave

0

0

2

20

12

Appendix A-23

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Formal Consultation on Land
Exchanges in Support of the
Desert Natural Area Acquisition
Project

13-Nov-89

Road Construction in California

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

6,000

90

0

7

12-Dec-89

Western Mojave

0

238

5

0

47

Biological Opinion for Western
Mojave Land Tenure
Adjustment Program

4-Sep-90

Western Mojave

0

0

0

0

13

Biological Opinion for the
Southern California Gas
Pipeline No. 335

26-Feb-90

Western Mojave

Unspecified

240

3

15

9

Programmatic Endangered
Species Consultation for
California Department of
Transportation's Small Projects
and Highway Operational
Activities.

12-Jan-06

Western Mojave

0

0

1

0

37

Biological Opinion for the LUZ
Solar Electric Generating
Stations VIII

17-Oct-89

Western Mojave

0

545

10

0

10

Biological Opinion for Western
Mojave Land Tenure
Adjustment Project

4-Sep-90

Western Mojave

0*

0*

Unspecified

Unspecified

12

Appendix A-24

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Land Exchange with
the All American Pipeline
Company

30-Nov-90

Reinitiation for Formal
Consultation for use of the I-32
and I-36D

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

40

Unspecified

Unspecified

6

1-Jul-93

Western Mojave

0

0

2

0

9

Biological Opinion for the
Realignment and Construction
of State Route 58 from Hinkley
to Barstow

22-Jun-90

Western Mojave

0

180

2

0

14

Biological Opinion on the
Johnson Valley Off-highway
Vehicle Area Management Plan

14-Nov-91

Western Mojave

0

0

1,000

0

18

Biological Opinion for the Rand
Mountains-Fremont Valley
Management Plan

18-Feb-92

Western Mojave

0

200

779

105

48

Biological Opinion for the Rand
Mountains-Fremont Valley
Management Plan

10-Mar-93

Western Mojave

0

0

4

8

18

Biological Opinion for the
Expansion of Black Granite
Quarry

19-Feb-91

Western Mojave

0

5

2

7

13

Appendix A-25

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Expansion of Rand Mining
Company's Facilities at Yellow
Aster Mine

23-Jan-91

Biological Opinion for the 1991
Club Racing Program in the
California Desert District Open
Areas

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

44

2

4

10

4-Dec-90

Western Mojave

0

927

10

15

9

Biological Opinion for the
Construction of a 115 kV, 34.5
kV, and 20-inch Water
Transmissions Lines

15-Feb-91

Western Mojave

0

43

1

12

13

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Kramer-Victor 220 kV
Transmission Line Project

29-Jan-91

Western Mojave

0

111

6

10

14

Biological Opinion for the
Barstow Cemetery District
Land's Lease

2-Aug-91

Western Mojave

0

5.5

1

5

10

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Contel Fiber Optics
Line from Bishop to Inyokern

22-Jul-91

Western Mojave

0

16

3

5

12

Appendix A-26

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the Titan
IV Solid Rocket Motor Upgrade

21-Mar-91

Biological Opinion for the
Rainbow Basin Natural Area
Management Plan

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

Up to 2,500
meters around
stand

15

50

10

9-Apr-91

Western Mojave

0

0

20

0

8

Biological Opinion for the city of
Ridgecrest's Proposed
Wastewater/Groundwater
Dewatering Project

24-May-91

Western Mojave

0

5

1

5

14

Biological Opinion for the
Construction of a 20-inch Water
Pipeline at Edwards AFB

27-Jun-91

Western Mojave

0

6

1

10

10

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Development of Nike
Hercules Radar and Cintheolite
Optical Tracker Sites

24-Jul-91

Western Mojave

0

7

2

10

10

Biological Opinion for the
Recreation and Public Purpose
Lease Application

11-Oct-91

Western Mojave

0

15

1

5

12

Appendix A-27

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the Repair
of a Natural Gas Pipeline,
Edwards Air Force Base

8-Oct-91

Biological Opinion for Routine
Operations and Facility
Construction within the
Cantonment with Areas of
Edwards AFB

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

1.5

1

10

10

4-Dec-91

Western Mojave

0

0

1

2

9

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Right-of Way ,
Mineral Sale, and Hazardous
Waste Site by Broadwell
Corporation

11-Feb-92

Western Mojave

0

534

6

20

11

Biological Opinion for Proposed
C-130 Landing Strip

4-Dec-91

Western Mojave

0

14.5

3

5

8

Biological Opinion for Expansion
and Upgrade of the Main Base
Landfill, Edwards Air Force
Base

13-Oct-92

Western Mojave

0

390

1

5

12

Appendix A-28

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Construction and Operation of
an Antenna Research System
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

11-Feb-92

Biological Opinion for Cattle
Grazing on 24 Allotments in the
Mojave Desert

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

85

4

5

10

13-Jul-93

Western Mojave

0

118

54

10

34

Biological Opinion for Proposed
Highway Construction on State
Routes 14 and 395 in Kern and
Inyo Counties

25-Jun-92

Western Mojave

0

863

4

10

12

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed New Owl Rock
Products Land Exchange

1-Jul-92

Western Mojave

0

220

1

30

10

Biological Opinion for the Baltic
Project

18-Sep-92

Western Mojave

0

200

7

5

18

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Highway 395
Rehabilitation Project

31-Aug-92

Western Mojave

0

14

3

6

14

Appendix A-29

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Construction of Three Water
Transmission Lines and Two
Production Wells

11-Aug-92

Biological Opinion for the Fort
Cady Project Mining Plan
Proposal

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

70

1

5

9

29-Oct-92

Western Mojave

0

368

38

30

17

Biological Opinion for Cattle
Grazing along the Eastern of the
Sierra Nevada Range

24-Aug-92

Western Mojave

0*

0*

12

3

19

Biological Opinion for t he
Proposed Hidden Valley
Resources Residual Repository
Proposal

8-Oct-92

Western Mojave

0

211

10

15

15

Biological Opinion for
Construction of a Fiber Optic at
the Goldstone Deep Space
Communications Complex

8-Oct-92

Western Mojave

0

15.5

1

4

9

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Desert Tortoise
Habitat Management Plan for
the Naval Air Weapons Station

3-Dec-92

Western Mojave

0

0

78

190

20

Appendix A-30

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Advanced TimeSpace Position Information
Facility

22-Oct-92

Biological Opinion for
Construction of the Morongo
Basin Water Pipeline

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

1

2

5

10

13-Oct-92

Western Mojave

0

351

2

10

15

Biological Opinion for the
Southern California Edison
Road Regrade Project, Edwards
Air Force Base

21-Nov-92

Western Mojave

0

4.3 km

1

2

9

Biological Opinion on the Cadiz
Ground Water Storage and DryYear Supply Program

16-Jul-01

Western Mojave

0

1,278.40

Unspecified

Unspecified

24

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Kramer Hills Cellular
Telephony Site #C474.2

26-Mar-02

Western Mojave

0.025

0.025

Unspecified

Unspecified

12

Revised Biological Opinion for
Widening of Interstate 15
between Barstow and Victorville

29-Mar-01

Western Mojave

0

263

Unspecified

Unspecified

18

Appendix A-31

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion on the San
Bernardino County Landfill
Transfer Project

17-Apr-00

Biological Opinion for the
Expansion of the Victor Valley
Wastewater Reclamation
Authority’s Wastewater
Treatment Plant

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

275

Unspecified

Unspecified

10

1-Sep-00

Western Mojave

0

72.1

Unspecified

Unspecified

17

Biological Opinion for the Level
3 Long Haul Fiber Optic
Network, Cajon Pass, San
Bernardino County, California to
the Nevada State Line

9-Feb-01

Western Mojave

50

757

Unspecified

Unspecified

25

Proposed Off-Road Vehicle
Area, U.S. Army National
Training Center Fort Irwin

31-May-02

Western Mojave

0

625

Unspecified

Unspecified

14

Biological Opinion for the
Daggett Compressor Station,
San Bernardino County,
California (OEP/DEER/Gas I,
Kern River Gas Transmission
Company

2-Apr-01

Western Mojave

0

27.7

Unspecified

Unspecified

14

Appendix A-32

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Northbound Widening of
Interstate 15 between Barstow
and Victorville

7-Nov-01

Biological Opinion for the
Southern California Gas
Company Pipeline Expansion,
Line 6905 Adelanto to Kramer
Junction

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

355

Unspecified

Unspecified

18

7-Dec-01

Western Mojave

259.6

354.9

Unspecified

Unspecified

25

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Widening of the Ft.
Irwin Road

3-May-02

Western Mojave

342

428

Unspecified

Unspecified

16

Biological Opinion for the Camp
Ibis Engineering
Evaluation/Cost Analysis
Geophysical Prove-out Project

16-Dec-02

Western Mojave

0.1

0.1

1

Unspecified

19

Biological Opinion for the
Boundary Survey of Lands
Withdrawn Pursuant to the Fort
Irwin Military Lands Withdrawal
Act of 2001

19-Apr-02

Western Mojave

0

0

1

Unspecified

15

Appendix A-33

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Proposed Fort Irwin-China Lake
Fiber Optics Installation, U.S.
National Training Facility Center

9-Jun-03

Biological Opinion for the
Expansion of Sanford Stone
Mine

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

60.6

60.6

1

5

19

16-Jan-03

Western Mojave

21

21

Unspecified

Unspecified

16

Request to Initiate Formal
Consultation for Bighorn
Guzzler in the Sheep Hole
Valley Wilderness, Calumet
Mountains

26-Nov-03

Western Mojave

0

2

1

0

18

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Rifle Range Perimeter
Fence at Marine Corps Logistics
Base

9-Sep-03

Western Mojave

14.7

32.2

1

5

16

Proposed Fiber Optics Cable
Network Installation, U.S. Army,
Fort Irwin

27-Apr-07

Western Mojave

0

455

5

0

17

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Addition of Maneuver
Training Lands at Fort Irwin

15-Mar-04

Western Mojave

75,873

76,873

288 + 15%
Translocations

1197

67

Appendix A-34

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion of the
Stoddard Valley Off-Highway
Vehicle Area Management Plan

13-Jan-93

Biological Opinion for the
Coolglen Substation Right-ofWay Application

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

0

1,169

0

16

14-Dec-92

Western Mojave

0

5

1

3

13

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Lenwood Loop
Connector Roadway Right-ofWay

12-Apr-93

Western Mojave

0

17

3

0

13

Biological Opinion for an
American Telephone and
Telegraph Victorville to
Bakersfield Fiber Optic Line

27-May-93

Western Mojave

0

159

4

20

21

Biological Opinion for the RailCycle/Bolo Station Landfill
Project

4-Aug-93

Western Mojave

0

0

8

10

21

Biological Opinion for the
Precision Impact Range Area

10-Mar-94

Western mojave

60,800

93,932

90

180

18

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Workplace on the
Mojave

14-Jun-94

Western mojave

0

527

2

15

19

Appendix A-35

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
National Training Center's
Proposed Land Acquisition
Project

29-Apr-94

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation for the Silo Fire
Safety Study Projects, Edwards
Air Force Base

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western mojave

3,840

18,560

All in project
area

All in project
area

19

11-Mar-94

Western mojave

0

214

2

10

9

Biological Opinion for Empheral
Sheep Grazing in the California
Desert

15-Mar-94

Western mojave

0

0*

8

0

13

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation for Southern
California Edison Company's
Victor-Coolglen-Kramer
Substation and Transmission
Line

22-Jul-94

Western Mojave

0

5.08

Located in
original BO

Located in
original BO

4

Biological Opinion for Routine
Highway Maintenance Activities
in Riverside

28-Sep-94

Western Mojave

0

1

2/year

20

15

Biological Opinion for the
Disposal of Two Cylinders of
Pentaborane at Edwards AFB

7-Sep-94

Western Mojave

0

0

1

All in project
area

11

Appendix A-36

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for Standard
Oil Survey at Edwards Air Force
Base

19-Oct-94

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation on the Army's
Current Mission at the National
Training Center, Fort Irwin

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

0

3

20

11

15-Sep-95

Western Mojave

0

0

16

340

15

Biological Opinion for Ongoing
Maintenance Activities on
Southern California Gas
Companies Pipeline System in
the Southern California Deserts

28-Nov-95

Western Mojave

0

1

0

2

31

Biological Opinion for NonMotorized Competitive and
Touring Events and Services in
Ridgecrest Resource Area

14-Nov-95

Western Mojave

0

0

2

2

11

Biological Opinion on Continued
Use, Deleading and Fencing of
the Combat Arms Range at the
Air Force Flight Test Center

2-Jan-97

Western Mojave

0

Unspecified

1

10

11

Appendix A-37

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for Routine
Operations, Construction
Projects, Runway Expansion,
Maintenance and Operation,
and Facility Maintenance of
Roads and Utilities at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.

23-Jan-97

Biological Opinion for the
Mojave River Pipeline and
Peripheral Reach 1A

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

26

16

108

13

5-Dec-96

Western Mojave

0

259

9

85

9

Biological Opinion for
Maintenance and Upgrade of
Firearms Ranges and
Construction of a Desert
Tortoise Fence on the Marine
Corps Logistics Base

10-Jun-97

Western Mojave

0

2

1

15

9

Biological Opinion for Issuance
of a Temporary Use Permit for
the County of San Bernardino’s
Proposed Community Transfer
Station in Newberry Springs

15-Aug-97

Western Mojave

0

5

2

All in project
area

8

Appendix A-38

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Transfer of Property at George
Air Force Base

8-Apr-98

Biological and Conference
Opinion for Construction
Activities at Goldstone Deep
Space Communications
Complex

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

5,073

0

0

8

23-Feb-98

Western Mojave

0

2

13

65

20

Biological Opinion for Land
Conveyance of Community
Landfills from Bureau of Land
Management to County of San
Bernardino

3-Feb-99

Western Mojave

325

1,979

1

Unspecified

22

Biological Opinion for
Construction of a Main Post
Office in Adelanto

3-Mar-98

Western Mojave

0

4

0

All in project
area

10

Biological Opinion for Western
Mojave Land Tenure
Adjustment Project

10-Sep-98

Western Mojave

0

814.27

0

0

11

Biological Opinion for the
County of San Bernardino’s
Proposed Barstow Landfill
Utilities Upgrade Project

16-Aug-99

Western Mojave

5.33

5.33

0

0

14

Appendix A-39

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Issuance of an Incidental Take
Permit for Corrections
Corporation

18-May-98

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Highway 58 Bypass
Construction Project near
Mojave

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

105

2

4

12

16-Mar-99

Western Mojave

0

2,603

2

All in project
area

14

Biological Opinion for Proposed
Interstate 15 Truck Climbing
Lanes

12-May-99

Western Mojave

0

17.2

All in project
area

All in project
area

15

Biological Opinion for the BaseWide Training Operations and
Routine Maintenance Program
at the United States Marine
Corps Air Ground Combat
Center

7-Mar-02

Western Mojave

0

150

Unspecified

Unspecified

27

Biological Opinion for the
Operational Use of Two Remote
Helicopter Training Sites at
Edwards Air Force Base

24-Feb-00

Western Mojave

0

10.7

Unspecified

Unspecified

15

Appendix A-40

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Calnev Pipe Line Company’s
Lenwood Road to Burlington
Northern Santa Fe Rail Yard
Gas Pipeline

30-Sep-99

Biological Opinion for Joshua
Basin Water District’s Copper
Mountain Well Project

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

17.56

0

0

14

16-Feb-00

Western Mojave

0

61

15

0

14

Biological Opinion for the
Southwest Well Field Water
Supply Project, Indian Wells
Valley Water District

2-Jun-99

Western Mojave

0

22

4

0

15

Biological Opinion for the
InterConnect Towers
Communication Sites

7-Jan-00

Western Mojave

2.42

13.64

Unspecified

Unspecified

17

Biological Opinion for Land
Exchanges in Support of the
Desert Tortoise National Area
Acquisition Project

13-Jan-93

Western Mojave

0

1,070

1

0

7

Appendix A-41

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the AmesDryden Flight Research Facility
Complex and the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration Lease Area
Edwards AFB

17-Feb-93

Revised Biological Opinion for
the Lucerne Valley Chevron
Solar Project

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

1,709

1

0

13

29-Sep-10

Western Mojave

0

516

10

0

39

Biological Opinion for the
Electrical System Upgrade at
United States Marine Corps Air
Ground Combat Center,
Twentynine Palms

10-Mar-11

Western Mojave

0

295

Unspecified

Unspecified

39

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Expansion of Existing
Mining Activities at Hector Mine

12-Aug-91

Western Mojave

0

174

1

0

9

Appendix A-42

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for Molycorp,
Inc. Proposed Removal of
Waste Discharge Pipeline and
Associated Contaminated Soils,
Upgrade Segments of Adjacent
Freshwater Pipeline within
Right-of-Way, and
Abandonment of Monitoring
Wells

5-Jun-06

Biological Opinion for a Right-ofWay Grant for Tetra
Technologies

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

42.7

42.7

Unspecified

Unspecified

51

1-May-06

Western Mojave

3.2

3.2

Unspecified

Unspecified

37

Biological Opinion for a Right-ofWay Grant for the Coso Hay
Ranch Pipeline

17-Dec-08

Western Mojave

0

54.25

Unspecified

Unspecified

27

Combined Biological opinion
and Conference Report for
Installation and Restoration
Program Activities at Phillips
Laboratory

27-Sep-93

Western Mojave

0

1,000

0

10

14

Appendix A-43

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Proposed Expansion of Rand
Mining Company's Gold Mining
Operations

15-Sep-93

Biological Opinion for Proposed
Maintenance and Repair of
Roads on Edwards Air Force
Base

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

1,020

1,020

5

25

20

22-Sep-93

Western Mojave

0

Unspecified

2

10

27

Biological Opinion for
Installation Restoration Program
Activities Associated with the
Historic Water Well Program

13-Jun-94

Western Mojave

100

1,100

10

Unspecified

15

Biological Opinion for
Installation and Restoration
Program Activities in South
Base

25-Jul-94

Western Mojave

0

100

2

5

13

Biological Opinion for Minor
Electrical Utility Actions

13-Jan-94

Western Mojave

0

5

34

340

10

Biological Opinion for the
Expansion of the Base
Residential Area

24-Jan-95

Western Mojave

0

640

1

10

12

Appendix A-44

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for
Installation of Underground
Communication Lines

9-Jan-95

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation for the LUZ Solar
Electric Facility

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

1

10

2

10

8

16-Feb-95

Western Mojave

0

Unspecified

2

All in project
area

8

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation on the Army's
Current Mission at the National

15-Sep-95

Western Mojave

0

Unspecified

272

340

15

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation for the Desert
Tortoise Habitat Management
Plan for the Naval Air Weapons
Station

27-Jun-95

Western Mojave

0*

0*

74

170

14

Biological Opinion for
Installation and Restoration
Program Activities in North Base
and the Jet Propulsion Lab

25-Oct-95

Western Mojave

0

32,000

2

All in project
area

13

Appendix A-45

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for
Development and Operation of
Eight Borrow Pits throughout the
Air Force Flight Test Center in
Kern

19-Mar-97

Programmtic Biological Opinion
for a Rocket Testing Program
and Support Activities at Phillips
Laboratory

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

49

1

10

19

30-Jul-97

Western Mojave

50

50

75

60

33

Biological Opinion on the
Joshua Basin Water District,
Water Recharge Basin and
Pipeline

4-Feb-11

Western Mojave

0

32.5

8

All in project
area

35

Biological Opinion for the
California Desert Conservation
Area Plan

17-Jun-02

Western Mojave

0

Unspecified

50

Unspecified

71

Biological Opinion for Small
Projects Affecting Desert
Tortoise Habitat in Imperial,
Inyo, Kern, Los Angeles,
Riverside, and San Bernardino
Counties

22-Aug-97

Western Mojave

0

210

2

10

10

Appendix A-46

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Biological Opinion for the
Designation Routes of Travel in
the Western Mojave Desert

30-Jun-03

Biological Opinion for the X-33
Advanced Technology
Demonstrator Program and
Support Activities at Edwards
Air Force Base and Silurian Dry
Lake

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

0

5

0

23

3-Oct-97

Western Mojave

46.3

48.3

6

All in project
area

15

Biological Opinion for Dual
Purpose Poker Ride

1-Nov-89

Western
Mojave/Eastern
Mojave

0

0

0

0

13

Biological Opinion for the
General Management Plan for
Death Valley National Park

24-Jul-01

Western
Mojave/Eastern
Mojave

0*

0*

Unspecified

Unspecified

54

Biological Opinion for the 1990
Los Angels-Barstow-Las Vegas
Dual Sport Trail Ride

2-Nov-90

Western
Mojave/Northern
Colorado

0

0

1

2

10

Reinitiation of Formal
Consultation for the Fort Cady
Mining Project

12-Jul-94

234

234

Unspecified

Unspecified

5

Western Mojave

Appendix A-47

Project Title

Date

Recovery Unit

Amendment (to Biological
Opinion 1-6-01-F-1166.2) to add
66 acres to the Blythe Energy
Project

19-Jun-02

Biological Opinion and Request
for Concurrence with Effect
Determination for Listed and
Proposed Species Associated
With the Kern River Gas
Transmission Company Project
in California, Nevada, Utah, and
Wyoming

Reinitiation of Consultation for
Operation and Maintenance of
the Kern River and Mojave Gas
Transmission Pipeline in
Nevada

Acres

Take Allowed

Pages in BO

CH Acres

Total

Mortality

Harassment

Western Mojave

0

66

0

0

7

9-Jul-02

Western Mojave

1,309.90

3,765

2

100

70

28-Sep-11

Western Mojave

0

1

8

4

35

* = Management Plan with no direct loss of habitat.
** = Current information not available, 107 acres was the maximum allowed by FWS.

Appendix A-48

